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INTRODUCTION 
Despite the efficacy of automobile safety belts in reducing crash related injury, belt use 
remains low in the U.S. Mandatory belt use laws have been passed in 33 states and the District 
of Columbia to increase belt use, but more than 50% of motorists still travel unrestrained 
(National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1990; Datta and Guzek, 1990). The National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) considers promotion of safety belt use to be 
one of the highest priority highway safety program activities within the agency and has conducted 
and promoted a variety of programs designed to increase belt use. Special emphasis has been 
placed on the development, implementation, and evaluation of innovative programs that involve 
law enforcement agencies and build community support for efforts to raise levels of belt law 
compliance. One such program is the US-31 Shoreline Area Vehicle Enforcement (US-31 
SAVE) Project. 
US-31, a major state trunk-line in western Michigan, is one of the main commuter routes 
connecting the cities of South Haven, Holland, Grand Haven, and Muskegon with the northern 
counties of the state, and also carries seasonal traffic from points south to areas in western 
Michigan for business and recreation. US-31 is the main connector highway for all communities 
along the western shore of Lake Michigan. The large variety and number of business and 
popular recreational attractions along the lake make US-31 a busy, often congested, and 
sometimes dangerous roadway. 
The US-31 SAVE project is innovative in that it planned to increase safety belt use by 
applying the strategy of increased enforcement and public information in a state with a secondary 
enforcement belt law through the cooperative efforts of seven police agencies across three 
counties. In Michigan, vehicles cannot be pulled over and occupants cited solely for safety belt 
nonuse. Instead, the vehicle must be pulled over for some other reason before officers may issue 
citations for safety belt nonuse. While combined enforcement and public information and 
education (PI&E) campaigns have proven successful in increasing safety belt use in primary 
enforcement states (e.g., Rood, Kraichy, and Carmen, 1987; Williams, Preusser, Blomberg, and 
Lund, 1987), the application of similar programs in secondary belt law states must differ 
somewhat. The stepped up enforcement can focus on increased diligence of police officers in 
citing vehicle occupants observed not using safety belts once they have been pulled over. The 
program may emphasize increased enforcement of some other section of the vehicle code which 
would permit increased traffic stops thus providing more opportunities for safety belt law 
enforcement, or some combination of these, approaches may be applied. The US-31 SAVE 
program applied the combination approach to increase enforcement of speeding and other moving 
violations as well as stepped up enforcement of Michigan's restraint laws subsequent to traffic 
stops. 
The US-31 SAVE project combined heightened enforcement with public information and 
education (PI&E) campaigns in three counties in Michigan. It represented a cooperative effort 
among two western Michigan State Police posts, county sheriff's departments in Allegan, Ottawa, 
and Muskegon Counties, and city police departments in Holland and Grand Haven intended to 
reduce crash and injury rates on US-31 by increasing awareness of speed and occupant restraint 
use laws and increasing enforcement of these laws. 
The evaluation of the US-31 SAVE project conducted by The University of Michigan 
Transportation Research Institute described in this report was independent from the US-31 SAVE 
project activities, UMTRI had no involvement in the US-31 SAVE enforcement or PI&E 
activities. 
US-31 SAVE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
The US-31 SAVE project began its activities with an official media "kick-off' on October 
23, 1989. While the program is still continuing, enforcement activities associated with the 
program were curtailed between October 1990 and December 1990 because of budgetary 
constraints associated with the Federal budget crisis. The objectives of the US-31 SAVE project 
as stated in the Michigan Office of Highway Safety Planning (OHSP) grants supporting the 
project were: 
1) Generate special traffic patrols for targeted areas and times, 
2) Coordinate patrols on US-31 including officers from the Michigan State Police 
Fifth and Sixth Districts, Ottawa, Allegan, and Muskegon County Sheriff's 
Departments, and the Cities of Holland and Grand Haven. 
3) Reach specific goals for the number of hazardous moving, speeding, and occupant 
restraint citations issued. 
4) Reduce average speed on specified road segments. 
5) Increase safety belt use. 
6) Reduce crash frequencies. 
7) Work with news media to educate the public on safe driving habits including use 
of safety restraints, and goals of the US-31 SAVE project. 
8) Provide printed material to the public for information and education regarding US- 
31 SAVE and traffic safety. 
9) Develop a committee of all involved agencies to meet on a regular bimonthly 
basis to discuss overall project effectiveness as well as problems and other matters 
related to the US-3 1 SAVE project. 
To achieve the US-31 SAVE project objectives, a number of activities were undertaken. 
All agencies involved in the project provided selective enforcement patrols alongUS-31 within 
their jurisdictions, trying to ensure that those periods of the day when traffic problems were at 
their peak were covered. Selective enforcement patrols included vehicles that were fully marked 
and identified as police vehicles to maximize visibility of the enforcement effort. Bimonthly 
meetings involving representatives of each of the participating police agencies were held to 
coordinate project activities. 
Patrol Activity 
Police patrol activities related to the US-31 SAVE project were recorded by each agency 
involved in the program and reported monthly (See Appendix A for a copy of the report form 
used). Hours devoted to patrol activities for the US-3 1 SAVE project each month are described 
in Figure 1, US-31 SAVE patrol hours are depicted for the total of all police agencies and for 
those patrolling in each of the counties (Allegan County included the Allegan County Sheriff's 
Department, the City of Holland Police Department, and Saugatuck Michigan State Police Post; 
Muskegon County included the Muskegon County Sheriff's Department; Ottawa County included 
the Ottawa County Sheriff's Department, the City of Grand Haven Police Department, and Grand 
Haven Michigan State Police Post). These figures show that overall patrol activity increased 
fourfold in the fist  full month of program activities, increasing gradually to a peak in May, and 
declining thereafter. However, there is a noticeable peak in September coincident with the end 
of the OHSP grant period. It is likely that police agencies had spent their patrol resources more 
conservatively than anticipated prior to the end of the grant period and the jump in September 
was due in large part to an attempt to "clear the books" at the end of the grant period, September 
30. Also note that patrol hours were greatest in Ottawa County (with three police agencies 
working), peaking in May. In Allegan County (also with three police agencies working) fewer 
hours were worked than in Ottawa County, peaking in August and September. Muskegon County 
(with only one police agency working) had an erratic patrol schedule throughout the program 
period. Muskegon County did not report any US-31 patrols in the program months of April and 
June. The number of patrol hours peaked in July and August in Muskegon County. 
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Figure 1. Police Patrol Hours on US-31 
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Enforcement Activity 
Enforcement actions taken by police during their patrol activities are described in Figures 
2-4. Figure 2 shows the number of speeding citations issued each month overall and for each 
of the three counties. This figure shows that overall the number of speeding citations roughly 
mirrors patrol hours with a noticeable peak in November, just after the program began, peaking 
again in May and July. The number of speeding citations dropped back to preprogram levels in 
October and November of 1990 (the post-program period of low enforcement activity). Not 
surprisingly, speeding citation frequency also roughly mirrored patrol hours for each of the 
counties. 
Figure 3 shows the number of citations and verbal warnings issued to motorists for safety 
belt nonuse. Recall that before a motorist could be issued either a citation or warning for belt 
nonuse, they f i t  had to be stopped for some other reason, such as speeding. As can be seen in 
the figure, citations for belt nonuse were issued more frequently than verbal warnings. This is 
a positive sign of the importance placed on safety belt nonuse by officers in the field. It is also 
interesting that the proportion of warnings to citations remains fairly consistent throughout the 
project period, indicating there were not periods of exceptional strictness or leniency on issuing 
safety belt nonuse citations, As was the case for speeding citations, the number of safety belt 
citations and warnings roughly followed the pattern of patrol activity. 
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Figure 3. Safety Belt Nonuse Citations and Verbal Warnings Issued on 
US-31 SAVE Patrol 
The number of safety belt citations and warnings issued per 100 speeding citations is 
shown in Figure 4. Across all counties this figure peaked in February (nearly 60 belt citations 
per 100 speeding) and remained around 40-45 belt citations per 100 speeding citations in March 
through June before dropping off in July. There are, however, substantial differences in the belt 
nonuse-speeding citation ratios among counties. In Ottawa County, the ratio increased in 
February and remained near 50 belt citations per 100 speeding through November. On the other 
hand, in Allegan County the ratio was significantly higher in December and February than the 
remainder of the period (going from around 90 belt citations per 100 speeding in February to 30- 
40 belt citations per 100 speeding in the period April through September). While one explanation 
for this may be differing belt use rates, as you will see later, belt use rates did not differ 
sufficiently among these counties to account for this difference. This difference is also not 
explained by monthly changes or inter-county differences in patterns of the types of moving 
violations issued. That is, the difference cannot be ascribed to a change from a high proportion 
of speeding citations to (for example) a greater propomon of violations of traffic control devices 
which also can precede safety belt nonuse citations and were not included in the belt nonuse- 
speeding citation ratio. Much of this difference may be due to differences in safety belt law 
enforcement rigor and style among jurisdictions. 
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Figure 4. Safety Belt Citations and Verbal Warnings per 100 Speeding Citations 
US-31 PI&E Efforts 
All police agencies worked with the news media, including local newspapers, TV, and 
radio stations, to promote the US-3 1 SAVE project. During the course of the project three press 
releases were distributed describing the project and its successes to date (Appendix B). A local 
clipping service was contracted to collect all newspaper articles related to US-31 published in the 
media market served by US-31. Figure 5 depicts the number of articles in which at least part 
of the article was devoted to a description of some aspect of the US-3 1 SAVE project. Figure 
6 depicts the number of column inches that described US-31 activities in these articles (see 
Appendix C for copies of the articles). Column inches were calculated including headline and 
photographs related to the article. A standard of 2-inch wide columns was used for the 
calculations. For example, a 5-inch long article in a 2-inch wide column yields 10 column- 
inches. For articles which used columns of width other than 2 inches, the column width was 
normalized in calculations to 2 inches. Some articles described the US-31 SAVE project in only 
one small part of a larger story. In these cases, only the portion of the story related to the US-3 1 
SAVE project was included in the column length calculations. 
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Figure 5. Number of Articles Describing US-31 SAVE Activities 
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It was prohibitively costly to monitor radio and TV broadcasts to determine PI&E efforts 
using broadcast media. Police agencies were encouraged to regularly collect media contacts 
using a media log. Unfortunately, such logs were not maintained, and thus we are unable to 
accurately document broadcast media participation and support for the program. 'However, we 
do know that broadcast media did support the program. 
A wide variety of other PI&E efforts were taken to publicize the program. The Michigan 
Department of Transportation installed several large 4 by 8 foot signs along the highway to 
identify the section of US-31 from South Haven to Muskegon as a selective enforcement zone. 
The signs displayed large Michigan State Police, sherifrs department, and municipal police 
department shields. The signs advised the public that they were passing through an area patrolled 
by the US-3 1 S A W  enforcement team. In addition, four large banners were hung on a variety 
of overpasses and buildings during periods when festivals and other events occurred announcing 
the program to event attendants. 
The Holland Police Department acted as the principal agency for all printed public 
information and education material that was developed for the US-31 SAVE project. All 
agencies involved in the project had equal access to the printed materials produced. The 
following materials were produced and distributed (copies of these materials can be found in 
Appendix D): 
20,000 flyers distributed to persons stopped for violations on US-31, 
250 large posters announcing and describing the US-31 SAVE project distributed 
for display by interested businesses along the US-31 comdor, 
500 8.5" X 11" posters announcing and describing the US-31 SAVE project 
distributed for display by interested businesses along the US-31 corridor, 
10,000 US-31 SAVE stickers distributed by officers in the field and at police 
stations, 
5,000 US-31 SAVE key rings distributed by officers in the field and at police 
stations, 
50,000 US-31 SAVE car trash bags distributed at festivals and other events, 
e 100,000 US-31 placemats distributed to restaurants along the US-31 corridor. 

Design 
The basic experimental design used to evaluate the US-31 SAVE program was a multiple 
time-series design. Although the US-31 SAVE program continued beyond September 1990, the 
stepped up enforcement involved in the program was halted temporarily due to the Federal 
budget crisis in the fall, permitting a time-series reversal design. That is, collection of pre- 
program baseline data (i.e., September 1989), intervention data (November through September 
1990), and withdrawal data (October through December 1991). In a reversal design, an 
intervention is said to have had an effect if there is a change in dependent variables detected 
between baseline and intervention periods. A control to determine if the intervention was 
responsible for any observed changes in the dependent variables is provided in the reversal 
(withdrawal) period. A conclusion that the intervention caused any observed changes is 
strengthened by a return to baseline in the dependent variables during the reversal period. While 
it is generally desirable for there to be no reversal in intervention effects even after an 
intervention has been withdrawn, it is often the case (especially in safety belt promotion 
programs) that there is a return toward baseline levels in the withdrawal period but these levels 
do not return fully to baseline. 
In addition to the time-series reversal design, we have belt use data available from 
statewide safety belt observations that have been conducted regularly since 1984. Belt use 
patterns in these data will be compared to data collected along US-31 to provide an additional 
control group against which to compare US-31 SAVE project effects. Although this control 
procedure is less than perfect because of the inability to truly control safety belt promotional 
activities in all sites; this group can be instructive in determining if changes in belt use along US- 
31 is a reflection of more general statewide patterns. 
Dependent Variables 
The evaluation examined two dependent variables: vehicle speeds and occupant restraint 
use. Methods used to collect these data are described on the following pages. 
Vehicle Speeds 
Vehicle speeds were measured prior to program implementation and at two points in time 
during the US-31 program at selected sites. Speed measurements were conducted by police 
agencies as part of their US -31 SAVE activities. Due to a lack of consistency on time and site 
selection for these speed measurements, only two sites in the City of Holland were used in this 
portion of the evaluation (i.e., north- and southbound traffic at US-31 and 32nd Street [speed 
limit 55 mph], and north- and southbound traffic at US-31 and Central Street [speed limit 50 
mph]). These observations were made by specially trained nonuniforrned civilian officers in 
unmarked stationary vehicles. Speed measurements were taken using standard speed radar 
devices, and vehicle speeds were recorded on tally sheets summarized by the Holland Police 
Department. All observations were made at the same time of day (about 2:00 p.m.) under sunny 
or slightly overcast conditions on dry pavement. 
Occupant Restraint Use 
Observation site selection 
A carefully selected set of observation sites was used to sample motorists traveling on 
US-31 in Allegan, Muskegon, and Ottawa Counties during daylight hours. The goal of the 
sample design was to minimize measurement error, using sites where observations could be made 
efficiently and economically. Observation sites were limited to intersections with three-color 
cycling traffic signals or stop signs to allow adequate time for observers to record safety belt 
data. A total of fifteen observation sites were selected for the restraint use observations. 
Detailed maps of the three counties and lists of all intersections on US-31 with three-color 
cycling traffic signals and stop signs were obtained from the Michigan Department of 
Transportation. Thirty-five such intersections were identified and highlighted ,on the maps. 
Sixteen of these intersections were signalized. The remaining nineteen intersections had stop 
signs. In selecting observation sites, we wanted to ensure that intersections in each county and 
more particularly each police jurisdiction involved in the US-31 SAVE project would be 
represented. Although sites needed to be distributed along the entire stretch of US-31 within the 
three-county area, site selection also needed to account for areas of greater population density 
such as Holland and Grand Haven. Therefore, six of the fifteen sites were located within the 
limits of these cities. ~ecause' the section of US-31 encompassed by Allegan, Muskegon, and 
Ottawa Counties contains some segments that are limited access and some that are not, 
observation sites included both local intersections and freeway off-ramps. A list of the specific 
sites used for the restraint use observations can be found in Appendix E. 
Observation methods 
Observations were limited to drivers and front-right seat passengers of passenger cars, 
vans, and light trucks. Occupants of ambulances, buses, specialized vehicles, and medium and 
heavy trucks were not observed because they are either exempt from the provisions of Michigan's 
restraint laws or vehicle type makes accurate restraint use observation prohibitively difficult. 
Observations were limited to daylight hours for accurate observation of restraint use. The 
distribution of observations by time of day and day of week reflected the relative emphasis of 
the US-31 SAVE project to the extent possible. Observations were conducted more frequently 
in the summer months when enforcement activities were expected to be at their peak. 
Observations were conducted prior to the evaluation grant award in September 1989, and after 
the evaluation grant award in April, June, early and mid-July, August, October, and December 
1990. Descriptive statistics for the observation sites in the study are presented in Table 1. 
Type of Site 
Each sampled intersection was visited by two specially trained field staff (the field 
observer/supervisor and one field observer): one observed traffic northbound on US-31 and the 
other observed traffic southbound on US-31, Each observed a sample of 54 vehicles during a 
preselected 45 minute period.' At signalized intersections, observers limited the number of 
vehicles recorded during any given traffic signal cycle to three. This procedure was adopted 
because surveys of restraint use conducted since implementation of Michigan's mandatory safety 
belt law indicate that motorists in long traffic queues may buckle up after noticing an observer 
examining vehicles ahead of them in the queue. 
Freeway exit ramp 
Intersection 
TOTAL 
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for the 15 Observation Sites 
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Observers recorded information on restraint use, estimated age, and gender for each driver 
and front-right passenger of sampled vehicles on precoded vehicle forms (see Appendix F). 
Observers also recorded whether vehicles had Michigan license plates or out-of-state license 
plates. One vehicle form was used for each vehicle observed. Six vehicle forms were printed 
on a single 8-112 x 11 sheet to reduce the amount of page turning needed during an observation 
period. Vehicle forms were assembled into packets of 54. A single packet was used to record 
data at a single site. Each packet was attached to a site description form (see Appendix F) which 
described the site location and provided environmental information including site number, street 
names, site type (intersection or freeway exit ramp), date, time of day, day of week, and a 
comments section. Observers were encouraged to record comments about each site related to 
traffic flow and unusual characteristics of the site. 
Observer training and data collection 
All field personnel participated in extensive training sessions that included review of data 
collection policies and procedures and practice field observations. Each observer received a 
manual containing information on study objectives, site locations, time schedules, and procedures 
for recording data. Novice observers spent two days at preselected sites, including signalized 
intersections and freeway exit ramps, practicing observation techniques and field procedures. 
After each practice session, observers met with the field data coordinator to discuss problems that 
occurred. Inter-observer reliability was monitored prior to actual data collection through a formal 
checking process and was found to be n e a  or above 90% for all variables. 
During actual data collection, observers maintained close contact with the field data 
coordinator through regular telephone calls to UMTRI. Observers also had home telephone 
numbers of project staff in case problems arose outside of regular office hours. 
All data collection forms were reviewed by the field supervisor. Data were keypunched 
and verified to ensure data accuracy. Raw data files were carefully examined for enors by 
checking for invalid or inconsistent codes, and errors were corrected. Finally, analyses were 
conducted using PC-based statistical analysis programs. 

Effects on Vehicle Speeds 
The US-31 SAVE program was effective in reducing average speed on US-31 as 
measured in the City of Holland (see Table 2). Table 2 describes the results of the speed 
observations made prior to the program initiation and at two points in time after the program was 
begun. While the reductions in average speed from baseline to the intervention period were 
generally modest, t-tests showed that all reductions in average speed between the September- 
October 1989 and June 1990 observations were statistically significant (pe.05). Our confidence 
that the US-31 SAVE program caused the observed decreased in speed is bolstered by the fact 
that speeds on other similar roadways throughout the state remained unchanged during the US-31 
SAVE project period (R. Swan, Michigan Department of Transportation; personal communication, 
February 6, 1991). However, these results are from only two sites in the City of Holland; 
therefore we cannot state that speeds were similarly reduced along the entire length of the US-31 
comdor affected by the US-31 SAVE program. 
2 Posted speed 50 miles per hour. 
3 Posted speed 55 miles per hour. 
Table 2. Measured Vehicle Speeds (MPH) at Selected Sites in US- 
31 SAVE Project Area 








































































Effects on Observed Restraint Use 
Overall restraint use (safety belt use of drivers and front-right seat passengers) increased 
during the US-31 project from baseline levels and then partially declined during the last two 
observation periods (see Figure 7). Baseline observations (measured in September 1989) found 
overall restraint use to be 56.7%. In April 1990, restraint use was observed at essentially the 
same level (56.2%). Observations made two months later in June 1990 showed an increase in 
restraint use to 65.1%. The upward trend continued during the next two observation periods in 
mid and late July with restraint use reaching 66.0% and 68.8%, respectively. In August 1990, 
restraint use remained over 67%. Restraint use calculated over the entire intervention period 
(using observations from April through August 1990) was 65.1%. This belt use rate is 
significantly higher than the baseline rate of 56.7% recorded in September 1989 (z=6.22, pc.05). 
Overall restraint use was found to have decreased slightly in October and December from the 
summer peak to 62,7% (z=2.31, p<.05). Although there was a decline in restraint use during this 
withdrawal period, restraint use remained higher during this period than the baseline period 
(z=3.86, p<.05). These findings show that the US-31 SAVE program was successful in 
increasing restraint use by drivers and passengers travelling the US-31 comdor. 
Percent Restrained 
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Figure 7. Overall Restraint Use at US-31 Observation Sites 
The trends in restraint use among subgroups analyzed in the study were quite similar to 
the pattern of restraint use for the total sample. Although month to month changes varied across 
subgroups, in general restraint use increased after April 1990, peaked in late July or August 1990, 
and then began to partially decline. Analyses of restraint use by subgroups are discussed in the 
following sections. Table 3 details the restraint use data for each major subgroup and overall 
for each observation period. 
?wo sets of observations were conducted in July 1990. 
































































































































































































































































































































































Restraint Use by Seating Position 
Overall restraint use rates were heavily influenced by driver restraint use rates because 
drivers comprised the large majority of occupants observed However, the pattern of change in 
restraint use throughout the series of surveys was similar for drivers and front-right seat 
passengers with just a few exceptions. Observed restraint use among drivers was consistently 
higher than among front-right passengers at each survey period. While front-right seat passenger 
restraint use had returned to pre-program levels by October 1990, driver restraint use remained 
higher than preprogram levels (see Figure 8). 
Restraint Use by Gender 
Restraint use among females was consistently higher than restraint use among males at 
each survey period (see Figure 9). Female restraint use was characterized by a gradual but 
uninterrupted ascent in restraint use until October 1990, when it declined to near preprogram 
levels. Male restraint use exhibited a more irregular pattern of increase but remained at a higher 
level relative to preprogram levels. 
Restraint Use by Age 
Small sample sizes precluded us from determining program effects for the 0-3 age group. 
Among other age groups, those age 4-15 exhibited the greatest month to month fluctuation (due 
in large part to small numbers of observations) but still generally conformed to the pattern of 
restraint use observed among the total sample (Figure 10). Consistent with our statewide 
observation surveys, restraint use was highest among persons age 60 and older, followed by those 
age 30-59, and those age 16-29, 
Restraint Use by County 
Because the US-31 SAVE project represented a coordinated effort among several police 
agencies in different jurisdictions, one could focus primarily on restraint use for the total project 
area. However, we also examined restraint use by county to identify possible deviations from 
the overall trend. County specific changes in restraint use generally followed the overall pattern 
(Figure 11). Muskegon County experienced the largest decline in use rates in October 1990, 
falling to 56.0% from 66.0% in August. 
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Figure 8. Restraint Use by Seating Position 
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Figure 9. Restraint Use by Gender 
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Figure 10. Restraint Use by Age 
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Figure 11. Restraint Use by County 
Restraint Use by Site Characteristics 
Surprisingly, motorists observed at intersections had higher rates of restraint use than 
motorists at freeway exit ramps in most of the survey periods (Figure 12). Our statewide studies 
have consistently found the reverse to be true (Streff and Molnar, 1990). However, the two types 
of sites (intersections and freeway exit ramps) were much more similar than is the case in our 
statewide surveys. Restraint use among motorists observed at intersections increased steadily 
through early July 1990 and then partially declined, remaining above baseline levels. Changes 
in restraint use among motorists observed at freeway exit ramps were more irregular and 
observations in October 1990 indicated a return to preprogram levels. 
Restraint Use by State of Vehicle Registration 
Because the vast majority of vehicles observed had Michigan license plates, the trend in 
restraint use among occupants of Michigan vehicles is quite similar to that of overall restraint use 
(Figure 13). Restraint use among motorists in out-of-state vehicles differed noticeably from the 
general pattern during the first two survey periods. Out-of-state vehicles exhibited a high 
preprogram use rate which dropped precipitously in April. However, use rates for these two 
months were based on only 64 and 16 observations of out-of-state vehicles, respectively. Trends 
in restraint use after April 1990 were similar for Michigan and out-of-state vehicles, although 
rates were generally higher for the out-of-state vehicles. It may be that occupants of out-of-state 
vehicles were more likely to be on long trips, when use rates are often reported to be higher 
(Howell, Owen, and Nocks, 1990). 
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Figure 12. Restraint Use by Site Characteristics 
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Figure 13. Restraint Use by State of Vehicle Registration 
DISCUSSION 
The US-3 1 SAVE project seems to have been effective in achieving its goals of increased 
restraint use and reduced speeds along the US-31 corridor in Allegan, Ottawa, and Muskegon 
counties. Restraint use increased at the same time as US-31 SAVE program efforts began in 
earnest, and these use rates declined again when enforcement activities declined in October 1990. 
However, we have not yet compared the changes in restraint use along US-31 to patterns in 
restraint use observed at other locations in the state. This step is important to help us to better 
understand whether the observed effects along US-31 are due to the US-31 SAVE program itself 
or if these changes are part of a more general statewide trend. 
While it may be the case that some of the observed US-31 SAVE effects were part of a 
more general statewide trend, we do not believe all of the observed effects were due to such a 
trend. First of all, we found a significant increase in restraint use coincident with the 
implementation of the US-31 SAVE program, and a subsequent slip in restraint use coincident 
with a reduction of US-31 SAVE enforcement activities. This evidence strongly supports the 
contention that the US-3 1 SAVE program was responsible for the increased restraint use, and not 
some other phenomenon or trend. In addition, we examined restraint use gathered from 
observations at 234 sites throughout Michigan conducted in July and November 1987, May 1988, 
April 1989, and May 1990 as part of an on-going project to study restraint use in the state as a 
whole. Two of these 234 sites were also part of the US-31 SAVE observation site set (one is 
an intersection in the City of Grand Haven, the other is a freeway exit ramp in Muskegon 
County). 
Observations made as part of the statewide restraint use study found a significant increase 
in May 1990 from an average of 46.1% during the July 1987 through April 1989 period to 50.9% 
in the May 1990 observation wave. The May 1990 restraint use rate was the fust statistically 
significant increase in restraint use observed in Michigan since the implementation of the adult 
restraint use law in July 1985 (see Figure 14). This result suggests that some ,of the effects 
observed on US-31 may have been due to changes in statewide restraint use patterns rather than 
the US-31 SAVE program. Our confidence that the US-31 SAVE program was effective in 
increasing restraint use is strengthened when we compare the increase in restraint use observed 
in the state as a whole to the increase observed at the two US-31 SAVE observation sites that 
were also part of the regular statewide surveys. 
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Figure 14. Restraint Use from Statewide Observation Surveys 
Over the July 1987 through April 1989 period, restraint use at the two US-31 SAVE 
observation sites which were also included in the statewide survey averaged 49.8%, never 
exceeding 54.5% (see Figure 15). In the May 1990 observation wave, restraint use was 64.5%, 
14.7 percentage points higher than average restraint use in the previous period. In the state as 
a whole, restraint use was only 4.8 percentage points higher in May 1990 than the average in the 
July 1987 through April 1989 period, Thus, we may conclude that while there may have been 
a positive effect on restraint use due to several other programs across the state which contributed 
to the success of the US-31 SAVE program, the program itself was likely the major factor 
causing restraint use to increase along US-31. 
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Figure 15. Restraint Use from Statewide Observation 
Surveys - Sites also Used for US-31 SAVE Observations 
Given that restraint use increased in June 1990 and decreased again i n  the fall, it is 
possible that the observed increase was due to seasonal effects rather than or in addition to 
effects of the US-31 SAVE program. This does not appear to be the case. Reexamination of 
Figures 14 and 15 shows that restraint use was relatively stable across the months of the year. 
In fact, restraint use was higher in the November 1987 observation wave than in any of the other 
waves (with the notable exception of the May 1990 wave). It can therefore be concluded that 
observed increases in restraint use can be ascribed to the US-31 SAVE program and not to 
seasonal effects. 
An argument has been made that the US-31 SAVE project was successful in its goal to 
reduce speeds and increase restraint use along the US-31 corridor targeted by the program. 
Given this success, it is valuable to better understand how the US-31 SAVE program achieved 
these successes. An understanding of how these effects were achieved may help future programs 
target resources more efficiently, 
The US-31 SAVE program had two basic components, PI&E and enforcement. While 
it is difficult to measure the behavioral effects of distributing litter bags, posters, and other 
promotional and educational materials, we did attempt to determine if there was any relationship 
between the number and length of newspaper articles related to US-31 and restraint use. We 
charted restraint use together with the number and length of articles related to the US-31 SAVE 
project to examine possible relationships (Figures 16 and 17). No systematic relationship 
between restraint use and newspaper coverage is evident from the charts. Although restraint use 
increased along with newspaper coverage in June 1990, such coverage prior to that point seemed 
to have had little effect on restraint use. No attempt was made to determine public awareness 
of the US-3 f SAVE program or its educational goals, so we cannot comment on the effectiveness 
of PI&E efforts to educate the public or inform them of the stepped up enforcement activities. 
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Figure 16. Restraint Use Versus  umber of Articles 
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Figure 17. Restraint Use Versus Column Inches of Print 
The need for effective media coverage of enforcement programs was well documented 
by Rood, Kraichy, and Carmen (1987). Their evaluation of a restraint use enforcement program 
in the State of New York showed that in a community where restraint nonuse citations doubled 
without an accompanying media campaign, no change in restraint use followed. Unfortunately, 
our evaluation does not pennit a specification of the amount of media attention that is necessary 
to support an enforcement program. 
The lack of a systematic pattern between newspaper coverage and restraint use may be 
the result of an overly simplistic analysis. It is unlikely that restraint use will be changed by 
simply announcing or describing an enforcement program if the driving population doesn't 
perceive that enforcement program themselves (i.e., see police on the street). We therefore 
constructed charts depicting both patrol hours and restraint citations along with restraint use 
(Figures 18 and 19). As was the case for newspaper coverage, there is no apparent pattern to 
the relationships between either patrol hours or restraint citations and restraint use. However, 
newspaper coverage, patrol hours, and the number of restraint citations issued all peaked together 
around May and June 1990. This supports the assertion from Rood et al. (1987) that a 
combination of enforcement and media activity is essential for an effective program. It seems 
that both PI&E and media coverage are necessary conditions for a successful program but neither 
Is sufficient by itself. 
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Figure 18. Restraint Use and Patrol Hours 
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Figure 19. Restraint Use and Restraint Citations 
Despite the small number of monthly data points available for analysis, we wanted to 
explore the relationships between program activities (i.e., newspaper coverage, patrol hours, 
restraint citations and warnings issued, and speeding citations issued) and restraint use 
statistically. Unfortunately there were only 6 months where restraint use data were available for 
analysis with the US-31 SAVE program activity variables. Although none of the relationships 
was found to be statistically significant even at the pe.10 level (in fact most p-values were 
around .40), we believe these preliminary results are instructive for pointing out needs for future 
evaluation research. 
These analyses found near zero correlations between restraint use and newspaper 
coverage. Given the wide month-to-month fluctuations in newspaper coverage, this was not 
surprising. However, we found moderate correlations (in the .40 to .60 range) between restraint 
use and all patrol activities. Once again we stress that these findings were all nonsignificant 
(with p-values around .40), and they serve best to direct future evaluation research. These 
findings lead us to believe there is merit in examining the relationships between restraint use and 
police patrol activities with an evaluation plan permitting a more fine-tuned analysis. Such an 
evaluation could enable planners to better understand how resources need to be invested to have 
a successful program, and perhaps even what payoffs can be expected from a given investment 
in patrol and PI&E efforts. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The US-31 SAVE program designed to decrease speeds and increase restraint use along 
the US-31 corridor in Allegan, Ottawa, and Muskegon counties was successful in achieving its 
behavioral goals. Average speed along the corridor decreased significantly (although this finding 
was based on a limited sample of sites), and restraint use increased significantly (8.4 percentage 
points from baseline levels) along the comdor due to the program. 
The following recommendations are made for future programs designed to increase 
restraint use in states with secondary law provisions: 
• Involve all police agencies within the target area in the program efforts. 
a Coordinate enforcement activities with all involved police agencies through regular 
mee lings. 
• Target moving violations such as speeding to ensure frequent contacts with drivers 
and passengers who are likely to be at risk for restraint nonuse. 
• Use marked police vehicles in obvious view of traffic to heighten the public's 
perception of the enforcement campaign. 
Remain strict in restraint-nonuse citation issuance; that is, issue more citations for 
restraint nonuse than verbal warnings. 
• Closely link periods of high patrol activity with high levels of media activity. 
• Work with local media to develop a plan/schedule for regular media coverage to 
keep program visibility high. 
• In addition to the release of regular reports of patrol activities (patrol hours, 
numbers of citations issued, etc.), use special news releases to highlight special 
program activities to the media. 
Enlist and maintain support of the community for your program by reiterating the 
importance of the program and their support for reducing injuries and loss of life 
from motor vehicle crashes. 
The primary research need for PI&E/enforcement programs to increase belt use is a better 
understanding of the minimum levels of activity necessary to achieve increases in restraint use. 
Such research should focus on increased understanding of the effects of media activity when 
combined with enforcement. Specifically, research is required to try to estimate a curve which 
would describe how much change in restraint use could be expected from specific levels of media 
and police patrol activity. This research should also examine what mix and timing of 
enforcement and media activity is necessary for behavior change. Although this project was 
designed to try to answer these questions, a research effort to pinpoint these levels will require 
greater resources than were available for this project. It is possible that we may never be able 
to achieve a fully satisfactory answer to the question of how much enforcement and/or media 
activity is enough to affect a prescribed level of behavior change, given the difficulties involved 
with controlling important variables in field research. However, this is a laudable goal and the 
information gleaned from such a project would prove valuable to program planners interested in 
promoting restraint use, 
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Police Agency Press Releases 

For release on or after October 23,1989 
In an attempt to encourage safer travel along US-31 through Allegan, Ottawa, and Muskegon counties law 
enforcement patrols will be increased and more citations will be issued through a new cooperative safety program 
that kicks off today. The program, " US-31 SAVE", will be a cooperative effort among western Michigan state 
police posts, county sheriff departments and city police departments aimed at controlling speed, safety belt use, 
and child restraint, making "Safety's #1 on 31" the goal. In addition, the Motor Carrier Division of the Depart- 
ment of State Police will participate by enforcing truck safety laws. This specially coordinated effort will run 
from October 23, 1989 through September, 1990. 
The program, funded by the Office of Highway Safety Planning and the United States Department of 
Transportation/National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, will attempt to reduce vehicular accidents by 2% 
by increasing the number of citations for hazardous moving violations, speeding, and seatbelt neglect by using air 
speed timing and special traffic group patrols along the 85 miles of US-3 1. 
"The phenomenal growth that the US-3 1 corridor has experienced in recent years has created serious concern with 
traffic flow in the area," said Michigan State Police Saugatuck Team Commander, Lt. William Smith. " 'Safety 
is #1 on 31' is the goal of all participating agencies. The task is too great for any one agency, however, our 
coordinated efforts will have a very positive effect on addressing the problem. Your cooperation and support will 
greatly enhance this effort," Smith continued. 
"Crash investigations indicate that approximately 90 percent of traffic accidents are caused by inappropriate driver 
behavior. Aggressive enforcement programs have demonstrated the ability to favorably impact accident experi- 
ence and the S.A.V.E. Program should do the same for US-3 1," stated Roger VanderMeulen, 
5th District Engineer. 
The agencies involved include the 5th and 6th districts of the Michigan State 
Police; the Allegan, Ottawa and Muskegon County Sheriff 
Departments; and the Holland and Grand Haven City Police 
Departments. 
A kick-off press luncheon at J.J. Finnegan's in the West Shore Mall at 
US-31 and James Street on Monday, October 23,9:30 a.m. marks 
the start of this intensive effort. The press will be given opportu- 
nities to observe the operation in action 
immediately following a brief presentation by Traffic Safety 
officials. Speakers will include Lt. Col. James Daust, Deputy 
Director, Michigan State Police; Karen Tarrant, Executive Director of 
the Office of Highway Safety Planning, and a representative from the 
county sheriffs and local police departments. 
"A Cooperative law Enforcement Effort" 
i e M l e 9  
News Release 
February 13, 1990 
Law enforcement activity along U.S. 31 continued in the month of January. The 
seven law enforcement agencies logged a total of 670 patrol hours on U. S .  31* 
There were a total of 766 citations issued in conjunction vith the U.S. 31 
S.A.V.E.  Project, 431 of the citations were for speeding. Additionally, 300 
motorists were verbally warned. 95 individuals were issued citations for 
violation of the Michigan passenger restraint laws. 
The seven law enforcement agencies involved continue to stress strict com- 
pliance to the traffic laws, through strict enforcement. The seven agencies 
involved include the Hichigan State Police, both Grand Aaven and Saugatuck 
Posts, the Sheriff's Departments of Ottawa, Muskegon and Allegan Counties, the 
Holland and Grand Haven Police Departments. 
The U.S. 31 S . A . V . E .  Project is funded in part by a grant from the Office of 
Highway Safety and Planning. 
Respectfully submi t ted, 
z&kflq&< Blaine A. 
Grant coordinator 
Holland Police Department 
"A Cooperative Law Enforcement Effort" 
awm 
US 31 SAVE NEWS RELEASE 
JUNE 29, 1990 
Our efforts to encourage safer travel along US 31 through 
Allegan, Ottawa and Muskegon Counties are paying dividends. 
Our 7 agency cooperative safety program that kicked off last 
October 23 has run now for approximately 8 months. The 
program, US 31 SAVE, is a cooperative effort among 7 west 
Michigan police agencies, consisting of the sheriff's 
departments of Allegan, Ottawa and Muskegon Counties, the 
city police departments of Grand Haven and Holland and the 
State Police Post at Grand Haven and the Saugatuck Team. The 
program is aimed at controlling speeds and enhancing safetv 
belt and child restraint use. making safety #1 on 31 our 
goal. 
The program, funded by the Office of Highway Safety Planning 
and the United States Department of Transportation National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, will attempt to reduce 
vehicle accidents by 2% by increasing the number of citations 
for hazardous moving violatiions. speeding and seat belt 
neglect by using air speed timing and special traffic group 
patrols along the 85 miles of US 31. 
The 8 month effort to date has established some impressive 
statistical information that reveals that the 7 agencies have 
spent a total of 901 overtime 'hours and a total of 3.833 
regular patrol hours, patrolling the 85 miles of US 31 
through the three counties. These man hours have generated a 
total of 6,842 traffic arrests as well as a total of 71 
persons arrested on various criminal offenses along with a 
total of 22 fugitive apprehensions on various warrants that 
were rwealed during the various traffic stops'. A total of 
361 cars h a w  been assisted with 1,254 cars being 
investigated with 2,183 warnings being issued for various 
traffic offenses. 4 , 0 5 0  of the 6,842  traffic offense arrests 
werc for speading and 1,033 were for violation of the various 
passenger restraint laws. A total of 520 verbal warnings 
were for failure to wear your seat belts. Of the 4 ,050  
''A Cwperative law Enforcement W O W  
speeding violations, a total of 546 motorists had radar 
detectors in utilization a t  the time they were stopped. 
During the officers' patrols, a total o f  332 complaints have 
been generated that required investigation, 
c. 
Accident statistics are not available for the'entire 85 mile 
section of highway, however in the City of Holland. accidents 
were down from November 1 through April 30 a total of 18% 
over the sane period last year and personal injury accidents 
have decreased by 56% during the same period. Speed studies 
have revealed a decrease in the average speed by 5 miles per 
hour in the City of Holland and the average speeds in the 
other areas are basically in compliance with our current 
speed laws. 
Seat belt compliance in certain areas that have been surveyed 
within the targeted zone are an impressive 60% as compared 
with 49% on a state-wide average, 
It is,apparent that the statistics generated during the first 
8 months of the US 31 SAVE project are very impressive. Time 
will tell on what lasting effect we have,'.but it's reassuring 
to note that the motoring public is taking note of the effort 
and are voluntarily complying with the traffic laws through 
the targeted zone. 
We are pleased to announce that the efforts will continue on 
behalf of the 7 agencies for the duration of this fiscal year 
that ends in October and at the present time the 7 agencies 
are planning sn requesting a renewal o f  t h e , g r a n t  for the 
second year, with the addition of 2 additional departments 
participating, those being the Norton Shores Police 
Department and the Muskegon Township Police Department during' 
the fiscal year 1990-1991. Funding fevebs have yet to be 
determined but it's anticipated that they will be similar to 
the current levels. 
The support of the news media and the motoring public has a 
very positive effect on our efforts.. The phenomenal growth 
continues to amaze your law enforcement all along the US 31 
corridor and the serious concern with the traffic flow in the 
area still exists. Safety is #1 on 31 is the goal of all the 
participating agencies. The task is too great for any one 
agency, however our coordinated efforts w i l l  have a very 
positive effect in addressing the problem. Yo.ur cooperation 
and support will greatly enhance t h i s  effort. 
APPENDIX C 
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Grant lets 
GRAND RAPIDS PRESS Holland 
police target 
- -- 
H O L L A N D  
By Ben Bevenluis 
The G m d  bpi& Re+r 
Traffic is so bad on U.S. 31 through Holland 
that *lice figure to stop 900 speeden, 1,500 for 
other moving violations and 200 for child-seat 
ko:adc.?s under a new two-year highway safety 
grant. 
In addition, they expect tmffic accidents 
could be cut by 5 percent under the grant, ap- 
proved this week providing 20 hours of over- 
rime patrols a week starting Oct. 1. 
"I don't think we're going to have any prob- 
iem coming up with those (speedingviolations) 
st all," said Holland Police Lt. Blaine Koops, 
administrator of the U.S. 31 SAVE program in a 
three-county area. 
Koops added the numbers set in the grant 
~pplication are not a quota but simply estimates 
based on what a patrol officer would nonnally 
h t e  in the hours available. 
Some of the motorists stopped would be giv- 
?n warnings, and Koops could not say how 
nuch ticket revenue will be produced. 
Verbal approval of Holland's grant came just 
.his week, Koops said, and is the first funding 
~pproved for the program that will extend from 
Ulegan County up through Ottawa and Muske- 
:on counties. 
In the first year of the two-year effort, Hol- 
2nd will get $34.255 to be matched by 510,174 
i city money. The second year will have simi- 
?r funding. The Holland City Council voted in 
uly to approve the application and matching 
~ n d s .  
Some of the Holland grant will fund Koops' 
dministration of the program, plus provide 
15,500 for a public information and education 
lmpaign through the media and printed m a t t  
als. The grants come through the state police 
lace of Highway Safety and Planning. 
Other grants are still pending for communi- 
es throughout the region. 
U.S. 31, a four-lane divided highway, extends 
:st over three miles within the Holland city 
%its. 
Koops pointed out that one-tenth of all Hol- 
nd accidents happen along U.S. 31. Four of 
e city's 10 worst intersections for accidents 
.e along U.S. 31. 
In addition, wo of the city's three traffic fa- 
lities in 1988 were along U.S. 31. and the 
7's two fatalities thk year were on that high- 
ly .  
TARGET 16,700 in 1987, a 25-percent in- by two officers will be from 5-10 . . crease. p.m.on Fridays and Saturdays. 
. . The extra patrols provided by the Other agencies to be involved in 
C ~ N T ~ W E D  FROM A1 U.S. 31 SAVE program in Holland U.S. 31 SAVE (Shoreline Area Ve- will come during "high-impact hicular Enforcement) include the 
hours," Koops said 
- 
Ottawa and Allegan County sher- 
.Koops said traffic studies show Two-hour overtime patrol shifts iffs departments, the Saugatuck 
that on U.S. 31 at Holland's south- will be conducted by two officers and Grand Haven posts of the state 
em limit 24-hour traffic increased from 5-7 p.m. Sundays through police and the State Motor M e r  





Sheriff joins - - U S .  -- - -- 31 
speeding crackdown 
By LYNN MOORE 
Chronicle staff writer 
The Muskegon County Sheriff's Depart- 
ment plans to get tough on speeders along 
U.S. 31 with the help of a $13,500 federal 
grant. 
THE SHERIFF'S department will join 
several other communities along the U.S. 
31 corridor in stepping up patrols from 
October through September 1990. 
"All over Michigan the speeding is tak- 
ing place to the point where we could lose 
$19 million in federal dollars because we 
can't get 50 percent of our people travel- 
ing a t  the speed limit." Capt. Orville Budd 
of the sheriff's department told county 
commissianen Tuesday. 
- The commissioners formally accepted 
the grant, although Commissioner Jeff 
Funkhouser complained that the grant's 
goals include specific numbers of viola- 
tions the department would issue as a re- 
sult of the grant. He said that constituted 
"hunting down" violators. 
THOSE OBJECI'IVES include issuing 
1,000 citations for speed and hazardous 
moving violations, reducing car crashes 
by 10 percent and issuing 250 citations for 
seat belt and child restraint violations. 
"Why can't they just do their job," 
Funkhouser said of the sheriff's deputies. 
"Whether it's 100 or 10,600, why don't they 
just go out and do it." 
Budd said the government required such 
numbers on the grant application. 
MUSKEGON COUNTY will work on the 
project known as S.A.V.E. with two Michi- 
gan State Police posts, the Allegan and 
Ottawa sheriff's departments and the Hol- 
UNDER THE grant agreement, the fed- 
eral government will provide two hours of 
overtime pay each week to match two 
hours of road patrol focused on U.S. 31 
and financed by the county sheriff's de- 
partment. Budd said the work will involve 
one road patrol officer who already di- 
rects some of his time to U.S. 31. 
land and Grana , Haven city police 
departments. 
The stepped up patrols will cover 115 
miles of U.S. 31 from Ludington to South 
Haven. Marked and unmarked police vehi- 
cles will be used and nine large road signs 
will inform motorists of the stepped-up 
enforcement efforts. 
In applying for the grant, the law en- 
forcement agencies noted that U.S. 31 re- 
cently has seen a substantial growth in 
traffic and accidents and that those num- 
bers could climb. 
He said the project's increased focus on 
U.S. 31 should not cut response time. to po- 
lice calls because the road patrol officer 
normally does not answer calls. 
GRAND HAVEN, Mi 
TRIBUNE 
OCT-06-89 
Police to swoop 
down onYU.S. 31 
By Dale Brewer on the busy highway, just like w h i  ' 
T n i  rrica resulted from the M-45 program. Dvkstra exulained M-45, nick- 
Local law enforcement agen~ies 
are gearing up for the U.S. 31 som-, 
b ind  program to curtail speeding 
an8 accidents on that heavily used 
shoreline corridor. 
The m m m  is to be kicked off 
soon when police agencies through; 
out Muskegon, Ottawa and Allegan 
counties will devote e x m  man- 
power and time to the project 
Ottawa County Sheriff R~bert  
Dyksua ,hopes the project will 
reduce the overall motorists* speeds 
P 
'/ 
named "accidnt alley," had been 
the worst road in the county in terms 
of fatal accidents and speeding. 
Although final figuns are not in, he 
believes the situation on M-45 has 
improved dramatically. "It's worked 
extremely well on M-45. That used 
to be the worst road in the caunty, 
but since starting the program there 
has not been one fatality out there." 
b added that .nearly 20 percent 
of the d e m e n t ' s  soeedina tickets 




(Continued from page 1) 
are a result of the M-45 crackdown. 
THE OVERALL grant, through 
the Michigan Office of Highway 
Safety Planning, is for about 
$150,000. The program is scheduled 
to run for two years. During the fmr 
year, local agencies will receive 60 
percent of the funds from the grant 
and have to supply a 40 percent 
match. The second year will be a 50- 
50 match. 
The state appropriated the fmt 
grant money Oct 1. 
Among the law enforcement 
agencies involved in the pro 
are sheriff's departments f- rom 
Ottawa,' Muskegon and Allegan, 
Michigan State Police (Grand 
Haven and the Saugatucksub-post), 
and Holland and Grand Haven City 
Police. 
The stretch of U.S. 31 in Ottawa 
County is to receive special atten- 
tion because practically the entire 
- * -  . # ,  . .... - . -,. - 
length of it has frequent access 
points, unlike the limited access 
stretches in Muskegon and Mlegan 
counties. This causes problems 
because the Ottawa stretch has 55 
mph speed limits while the other 
arebhave designated 65 mph speed 
limits. 
Estimates peg the average speeds 
on the Ottawa stretch of U.S. 31 at 
67-68 mph. 
The Ottawa County Sheriff's / 
Department will likely hire an addi- 
tional road pami deputy to cover its 
portion of the program. Dykstm said 
he will hire a new patrolman to work 
40 hours a week, all on U.S. 31 
patrol within the county. All the 
OCSD needs for that is approval 
from the full Ottawa County Board 
of Commissioners at next Tuesday's 
meeting. Dykstm said the grant and 
match money L already in hand and 
therefore the board decision should 
not be a problem. . . - - -- -- .-. L, 
OCSD OFFICIALS went to the 
five townships within the coqnty to 
raise the matching funds. With the 
exception of Port Sheldon Town- 
ship, the townships were agreeable 
to the requests. Holland Township 
stepped in to cover the money Port 
Sheldon Township would not 
donate. 
Dybtra said that was crucial. "If 
someone had not done that it would 
have blew the whole grant apart." 
While the OCSD went to the 
townships to hire the additional dep- 
uty,' the other police agencies will 
utilize what they term a soft-match, 
or what is described'as a one-on-one 
match, For every patrol hour the 
state funds, those agencies will pro- 
vide an additional hour. 
The program, officially called 
Shoreline Area Vehicle Enforce- 
ment (SAVE), will also feature edu- 
cational-type efforts, through the 
use of billboards, pamphlets and 
other means. 
*Cbunty board acapts prant for new U.S. 31 pamT 1 1 lgag 
GRAND HAVEN - Speeders in Ottawa County will have an eve 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 
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U.S. 31 speed, 
sea(- - - belt patrols 
will begin today 
H O L L A N D  
gY Roger M0-m 
\ 
The Grand Rapids Resr 
U.S. 31 speeders, beware. 
Seven law enforcement agencies 
in three West Michigan counties to- 
day were to officially begin the 
long-discussed crackdown, called 
the U.S. 31 Shoreline Area Vehicle 
Enforcement (SAVE) program. 
Fueled by fedefat and I d  
grants9 the two-year program uses 
extra patrols and a public informa- 
tion campaign to cut $peeding 
along U.S. 31 and to boost enforce- 
ment of the state's seat belt law, 
said Lt. Richard Housenga, com- 
mander of the Michigan State Po- 
lice Grand Haven post. 
While an 80-mile stretch of U.S. 
31 through Muskegon, Ottawa and 
Allegan counties is their target, of- 
ficials hope the program will re- 
duce speeds cpd accidents along 
Michigan's entire stretch of U.S. 
31. 
The agencies invoked include 
the sherifp'departments in the 
three counaes, plus the Grand Ha- 
ven and Holland police depart- 
ments and the State Police post in - 
Graqd Haven and the Saugatuck 
Team. 
"The phenomenal growth that 
the U.S. 31 corridor has exper& 
enced in recent years has created 
serious concern with traffic flow in 
the are&" said Lt. William Smith, 
commander of the state police Sau- 
gatuck Team. "The task is too great 
for any one agency, however our 
coordinated efforts will have a very 
positive effect on addressing the 
problem." 
The project was to be ceremoni- 
ally launched today at a press con- 
ference at J.J. Finegan's Restau- 
rant in Westshore Mall. 
Federal funds administered 
through the state Office of High- 
way Safety Planning are paying for 
60 percent of the program during 
the first year, with a &percent 
match from the townships and cit- 
ies along the route. 
In the second year, funding is 
split 50-50 between federal and lo- 
cal sources, Beld said. The pro= 
gram coincides with the federal 
government's fiscal calendar, from 
Oct. 1 of this year to Sept 30,1991. 
The total cost within the three 
counties is $96,600 for the 1990 fb 
cai year, Beld said. 
The program boosts the amount / d patrols already underway on 
, U.S. 31. Housenga said he has in- 
creased patrols on U.S. 31 during 
the last year, with a car assigned to 
the highway 40 to 60 hours a week. 
The grant will allow about three 
more hours of patrol per week 
In addition to more cars, the 
grant is paying for a public infor- 
mation campaign so motorisl are 
aware of the stronger enforcement, 
Beld said. 
This will range from signs posted 
along the highway to pamphlets at 
restaurants and service stations. 
The program is similar to one al- 
ready in place along a 20-mile 
' stretch of M-45 between U.S. 31 
and Allendale. That program is be- 
ing funded by a $24,700 grant from 
Ottawa County. 
I Beld said he's confident that the 
U.S. 31 SAVE program will do 
1 some good, given the success of the 
M-45 program. 
i In 1989, there have been no fatal accidents on the traditionally dan- gerous M-45. The M-45 program 
I continues through Sept. 30,1990. 
Housenga agreed: "Hopefully 
1 we'll get the same results that 
we've had on M-45. Strict enforce- 
ment backed up by public informa- 







By ROGER MORGENSTERN 
Chron~de staff wnter , 
GRAND HAVEN - U.S. 31 speeders, beware. 
Today, seven law enforcement agencies in three 
West Michigan counties officially kick-off the U.S. 31 
Shoreline Area Vehi le n fo rcemen 'og ram.  It 
goes by the acronym p .A.V.E. 
FUELED BY BOTH federal grants and local con- 
tributions, the two-year program will work to not 
only reduce speeding along the U.S. 31 corridor, but 
incniase enforcement of the state's seat belt law and 
provide information on officers' efforts to motorists 
using the heavily traveled route. said Lt. Pichard 
Housenga, commander of the State  police,'^ Grand 
Haven post. 
The grant program allows for beefed-up enforce- 
ment on the 80 miles.of U.S. 31 within Muskegon. Ot- 
tawa and Allegan counties, said Lt. Larry Beld, road 
patrol coordinator for the 0th wa County Sheriff's 
Department. It is hoped the effort will r e ~ p e e d s  
and accidents along the entire stretch of US. 31 in 
Michigan, Housenga said. 
The departments involved are  the Muskegon. Otta- 
wa and Allegan county sheriff's departments, the 
Grand Haven police, Holland police and State Police 
from both Grand Haven and Saugatuck, Beld said. 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM each community, 
along with invited dignitaries, were to attend a kick- 
off brunch thls morning in Holland. 
Federal funds administered through the state Of- 
fice of Highway Safety Planning are  paylng for 60 
percent of the program during the-first year, with a 
40 percentmatch f r o r a w h  local community. Dur- 
lng the second year, the funding IS split 50-50 b e  
tween federal and local sources, Beld said. The 
program will run along the federal covernment'sfis- 
c rca lendar ,  fi6m Oct. 1 of this year to Seot. 30, 
THE GRANT WILL result in an increased pres- 
ence of police cars on U.S. 31. Several agencies, like 
the state police out of Grand Haven, already patrol 
the corridor regularly in Muskegon and Ottawa 
counties. Housenga said he has increased patrols on 
US. 31 during the last year, with a car assigned to 
the highway 40 to 60 hours a week, Housenga said. 
The grant will allow about three more hours a week 
of patrol. he said. 
In addition to more cars, the grant is paying for a 
*public information campaign to make motorists 
aware of the beefed-up enforcement, Be2d said. This 
will range from signs posted along the highway to 




The law enforcement program is similar to a pro- 
gram already in place on 20 miles of M-45 between 
U.S. 31 and Allendale, Beld said. In this case, howev- 
er, Ottawa County is putting up,money for this pro- 
gram, with the county paying about $24,700 for the 
fiscal year that began Oct. 1, Beld said. For the U.S. 
31 program, the local share for Ottawa County is be= 
ing paid for by townships along the highway. The.M- 
45 program continues through Sept,,30, 1990. . . 
BELD s A ~  RE'S confident" that the U.S. 31 
S.A.V.E. program will do some good, given the suc- 
cess of the M-45 program. In 1989, there have been 
no fatal acci9nts on the road. I 
Housenga agreed. 
"Hopefully we'll get the same results that we've 
had on M-45," he said. "Strict enforcement backed up 
by public information does get the message across." 
1991. 
The total cost for' the program within the three 
counties is $96,600 for the 1990 fiscal year, Beld said. 
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OEcials say U.S. 31 cr'ackdown 
will be a helrj, but not a cure 
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-. H O L L A N D  . '  ' .  "US. 31 i s  becorning Gcfdnserous 
By Jon Brandt mahcry. - But I thkJ that Gth . . 
The Grand Rapids Ress 
r r  ' coojjerut~on, we can make thls 
TIE US. 3 I SAVE pgnm i~ -deadaway i ((ffOTt) " - and not a moment too soon, as far asU-Bla@e K-00e.s , -- of the Holland Police Department is concerned. Sheriff Robert Dykstm 
With use of the roadway running at more than a 
third over its engineered vehicle capacity and growth 
throughout Ottawa County expected to continue, : 
Koops and other law enforcement officials say some- jgon counties and Holland and Grand Haven police 
thing must be done to make the road safer. ,departments. The program likely will be extended to 
The US.  31 Shoreline Area VehkkEnfnrcement ;hiyo*fl~ if it meets qectations, Koops said. 
(SAVE) program will be airned'al"f&itxhg speeds, Kmps, who is administrating the entire program, 
accidents and fatalities alang an 85-mile stretch of the said about $96,000 in federal grant money will be used 
federal highway, and also increase driver awareness .to pay overtime for officers patrolling the roadway and 
and seatbeit usage. fundan extra road patrol officer forthe Ottawa County 
'We have a real problem with it (US. 31) now,'' Sheriff's Department. With grant matches, cost for the 
Koops said. 'We just don't have themanpower during program should approach $175,000 this year. 
the high traffic times to patrol the area effp3iveiy." "It's not a cure," Koops said "I think the only way 
The year-long program, which o M d y  got under- we're going to correct it is by having the highway 
way Monday, will involve seven- law- enforcement change - but that's not available to us right now." 
agencies in a three-county area, including Michigan With the theme "Safety's No. 1 on 31," representa- 
State Police posts in Grand Haven and Saugatuck, 
sheriffs departments in Ottawa, Allegan and Muske- -, s& US. 31, page 2 
.- . - 
, ' t b  - 
C O m  FROM 1 
tives from each of the agencies in- 
volved in the program met at JJ. 
Finnegan's in the Westshore Mall 
"Manday morningTo klCk off the- 
operative effort, which will initially 
run through Sept. 30,1990. 
After a brunch and short infor- 
mational program, more than 20 
police vehicles streamed up and 
down U.S. 31 in front of the mall 
with their emergency lights on in a 
symbolic start to the program. 
Koops said the program is irnper- 
' ative in the Holland area, where 
there has been a dramatic increase 
in accidents in the past year. From 
Riley Street to Washington Ave- 
nue, there were 85 accidents along 
U.S. 31 in 1988, according to 
Koops. But during the first six 
months of 1989, 60 accidents oc- 
curred in the same area and contin- 
ue to climb, he said 
Since Oct. 1, Koops said that Hol- 
land officers have issued 115 tick- 
ets to drivers on U.S. 3 1. He added, 
however, that issuing more tickets 
is not the objective of the program. 
"Hopefully, what will occur is 
that the number of citations will go 
down once people realize we're out 
t h e ~ ; 2 i d ~ - ~  . - 
Koopssaid. - 
The pmgram is-one of 15 such 
cooperah efforts throu&out 
Michigan and isthe second largest 
next to a similar project on Inter- 
state 75 in Genesee, Bay and Sag& 
-naw counties. A simiIar program 
on M-45 between U.S. 31 and A- 
lendale has been extremely effec- 
tive, officials said. 
"M-45 was one of the worst road- 
ways in Michigan for fatal acci- 
dents," said Ottawa County She* 
Robert Dykstra. 'We have not had 
one this year. 
"U.S. 31 is becoming a danger- 
ous roadway. But I think that with 
cooperation, we can make this (ef- 
fort) work" 
The project will inwive in- 
creased road patrol and the state 
police's "Eye in the Sky" airplanes, 
which can time speeders without 
the use of radar. 
Lte Lany Beld of the Ottawa 
County Sheriff's Department said 
he is optimistic about whatthepm-- 
ject will accomplish. 
"On M-45, the number of acci- 
dents is decreasing and the severity 
is decreasing also," he said "This 
will be a more concentrated effort 
than that with more agencies in- 
volved." 
PRESS PHOTONARKCOPIER 
Area police agencies formed a &ad& , ,. . motorcade on sumbound U.S. 31 Monday morning. 
I anti-speed , 
plan starts 
8y ROGER MORGENSTERN 
Chron~cle staff writer 
HOLLAND - TriCities motor- 
ists will be seeing more of the 
Grand Haven Police Department 
as part of beef&p enforcement 
along U.S. 31. 
The W.S. 3 Shoreline Area Vehi- 
cle Enforcem k (S.A.V.E.) pro- 
gram officially began Monday, 
with seven law enforcement agen- 
cies in Ottawa, Muskegon and 
Allegan counties participating. 
AS PART of the grant program, 
Grand Haven police will naw have 
an officer strictly patrolling U.S. 
31 for 10 hours each week, Lt. 
Cregg VanLente said after the 
program's kicksff brunch in Hol- 
land 
Currently, Grand Haven police 
does not have an officer exclusive- 
ly assigned to patrol U.S. 31, also 
known as Beacon Boulevard with. 
in the city limits. 
Officers- will patrol the draw- 
bridge area and+the Jackson Ave- 
nue, Washington Avenue and Rob- 
b~ns Road intersections, among 
others, Deputy Chief Don Tague 
said. In addition to speeders, po- 
lice are  looking for traffic viola- 
tions, such as turning left onto 
northbound or southbound U.S. 31 
from Washington, Tague said. The 
state's seatbelt law will also be en- 
forced. 
VANLENTE SAID the main 
problem within the city is 
conjestion, while speeding is the 
main concern a t  the bridge area. 
The city of Grand Haven was 
awarded 89,170 in federal money 
for the program, grid contributeif 
$5,000 in local match-funds. ac- 
cording to Lt. Larry Beld of the 
Ottawa County Sheriff's Depart- 
ment. - - 
In addition to Grand Haven po- 
lice, other agencies participating 
in U.S. 31 S.A.V.E. are  the Michi- 
gan State Police based in Grand 
Haven and Saugatuck, the Holland 
Police Department and the sheriff 
departments in Ottawa, Muskegon 
and Allegan Counties. 
IN MUSKEGON County, a 
$13,500 grant foe the enforcement 
program will allow for 20 hours 
per week of patrol strictly on U.S. 
31, said Capt. Orville Budd of the 
Muskegon County Sheriff's D e  
partment. The grant will pay for 
10 hours of officer overtime pay 
while the department will pay for 
10 hours of "straight time" for an 
officer, Budd said. 
At Monday's kicksff, state po- 
lice officials noted that Ottawg 
County is the fastest growing 
county in Michigan, with much 
tourist traffic and two heavily- 
used state parks. 
Police seek 
to SAVE 
* ?  - . 
lrves on - 
Police agencies in Megan, 
Muskegon and Ottawa coun- 
'ties began a drive Monday to 
imprave safety on U.S. -31, 
the, region's main highway 
and one of 
. i t s  most 
daaaerous- 
c a l l e d  
U . S .  31 
SAVE, the 
p r o g r a m  
. a i m s .  ta 
c o n t r o l  
speed ing  
a n d  get 
mot'orists 
to buckle up . properly 
through education and more 
stringent law enforcement on 
the highway. - state and federal 
hinds totalling more than 
$l80,000 are earmarked for 
more officers to patrol the 
'highway and for a public in- 
formation campaign that em- 
ploys bumper stickers, road 
- 
The radar beam; will k numew& om US. 31 ufter 
Monday's kieksff of U.S. 37 SAVE, a mve~~~gonsy 
cooperative effort to enforce speed, seat belt and child 
safety seat laws. - 
signs and place mts in rcs- The drive en& Sept 30, Gurants with safety mps- 1990,. 
sages.. - . - - '  - SeeU.S.3L.A3--- 
jSi&iW from A l )  years, many of them in four new 
m o m e d  grad that shopping mils, Smith said. ibe 
U.S. 31 corridor bas experi- Hollmd, Grand mven and MU- 
:ed in m a t .  y- & - kegon state parks eacb had more 
d &ow tnffic tban 1 million visitors last year. 
n in h e  area," a d  l t ,  w. "The daily traffic ~ \ m t  ou 
- n4Smith of the Michigan State U.S. 31 H o b d  
lice. ( percent from 1983 to 1W, and the 
The task (of safety on U.S. 1988 and 1989 e ~ t e d  
is @o great for any one to show an in- w d , "  
my. However, our coordi- Smith said. 
, ed willmhve a y a y  With the in& tratfic 
;itive effect on addressing came an incraPw in accidents. 
,blem." In 1988 there were 220. acci- 
lttawa County hp. bee. the dents along the .highway from 
te'r fastest-growing county Holland to the M&aon C4~11V 
past two yeus, a ~ ~ ~ r d i n g  to line, according to State Police 
! west MiMichigan Shoreline R& records. 
4 P1elopment CoCommic- Thee people were killed in two 
n. .Iatal accidents on the higbway 
Chree-hundred new stares last year. Sixty-five people were 
ve popped up dong the high- injured in 47 accidents and 1?1 
age only. "Increasing the number of tick- 
State a d  federal W@ ets isn't the goal. The goal is less 
bid mote than $90,000 and be accidents," 
mtched by mother m,m from Ottawa County has assigned an 
the seven police agen&e officer to p a M  U.S. 31 full time, 
voIved, according ta Smith.' The other agencies will use the 
police h o t  for *g grants to help cover overtime 
accidents by 2 percent by mtmg 
m m  tickets f~ huardau driv- agencia portiCipating in 
end n* the program are the Michigan 
-9 They d' air speed State Police, the Megan, Ottawa 
-9 mdar*r!ped r m  and Muskegon County sheriffs 
vehides. and senu- an up departments, the Holland Police 
-Ised P* b, Department and the Grand Ha- 
effort. ven City Poiice Department. The 
Just being howem, i? as Motor M e r  Division of the 
i - m t  otehing EM-ts m* &te police p 
b e g  k-9 said Lta Larv ticipate by enforcing truck safety 
Beld of the Ottawa CounQ Sher- laws 
if's Department, L~.'BW K O O ~  of the ~o l land 
''what w e ~ ~ e d  ma s@ Police m a t  said, 'Te 
I p r ~  onM45* that MI- gether, we can .make US. 31 bility is needed," Beld said. aeF.'# - 
MUSKEGON, MI 
CHRONICLE 
Puw . fhe- b-r ake-s- on 
U.S. 31 expressway 
such ii&<the k n o m i c  facts of life in west Michigan that 
maiy are f o p $  to work miles from where they live. This has 
created a new class of commuters whs'can be seen, morning 
and afternoon, hurrying,up and down U.S. 31 between - 
Muskegon, Grand Haven and Holland -- even as farsouth as 
Allegan. I y+. .. yi d , ,--- 
Some of us, it dm, have been hurrying a little too much 
along this alkady heavily traveled highway - hence the 
birth of thb U.S. Shoreline Area Vehicle Enforcement 
prbgram, or S.A.V.E. , 
SAV.E,, wMch began officially on Monday, is a combined 
effort by seven law enforcement agencies in Muskegon, 
Grand Haven and Holland. During its 2-year life, it will beef 
up enforcement of speed limits along an 80-mile stretch of 4- , 
lane highway and also enforce seat belt lam. By various 
means, it will attempt to remind motorists that the speed 
limit is exactly what the signs say it is. * 
 pan^ standard, it's a good program. Let's remember that ' 
the wfiole point' of going to workand bringing home a 
paycheck is tct,advance ow live& not cut them short. 
- LOCAL NEWS HIGHLIGHTS, OCT. 22-28 . , - 
- 
MON~AY 
GRAND HAVEN - Law horieznent agenciea in 
three West Michigan counties officially kicked off 
the UA 31 ShoreUArea Vehi e orcement pro- 
gam. baed by both federa ?"% grants an local. con- 
tributious, the two-year program will work to'not 
only reduce speeding along the Ud 31 corridor,, bat 
inerrase enforcement of the state's seat belt law and 
provide information on officers' efforts to motorists 
using the- heavily traveled route, said Lt. Richard 
Hooscnga, commander of the State Police's Grand 
Havenpast: . 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 
PXESS 
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DEC- 4-83 
BELTLICLEe • Ottasia county drivers 
on U.S. 31 are more likely to use seat belts 
. .  - 
By Jon Bmdt 
TheGrandRapidsRcss 
Seatbelt use by Ottawa Colinty drivers 
on U.S:3Jis higher than the state average, 
accorchng to a recently released University 
of Michigan stu* - .  
A study of drivers on the federal highway 
by U-M's Transportation Research Insti- 
tute from Sept. 20-22 shewed that 59 per- 
cent of drivers on US. 31 in Ottawa County 
were wearing$heir seatbeltq more than 12 
percent higher than the state average of 46. 
7 F n L  . .  - - 
Offidals from the institute hope to use 
the results of the swey to get a grant to 
study the a f f m  of, the recentfy imple- 
mented US. 3 1 Shoreline Area Vehicle En- 
forcement project, which is aimed 
at reducing speeds and accidents and in- 
creasing safety on the highway. 
In October, s m n  law enforcement 
agencies, inciudhgnV0 Michigan SWe Po- 
k e  posts, she- departments h m  Otta- 
wa, Allegan and Muskegon csunties and 
lice departments from Holland, Grand 
Even joined forces in the twoyear U.S. 31 
SAVE project. 
--.- ---- ---- 
T h e  US. 31 project is a, cooped~ pro- 
/ed between seven agenus, so it will be 
mteresting to evaluate the cooperative XU- - of the agencies," said F&Ck Streff, 
d e r  with the U-M institute. "It 
makes it ripe for evaluation" 
Streff said the averages in Ottawa C0UXl- 
. ty wen higher than the state n Q m ,  "but 
riot much higher." 
"The use looks like it is higher in Ottawa 
-than statewide," he said, "but a lot 
of those areas aae freeway areas Where 
sgatbelt use is typically hieer.!' 
Holland Police Department Lt. Blaine 
who cooidinates the U.S. 31 SAVE 
project, said hewas surprised by the re- 
sults of the survey. 
"I thought it would have beur a little low- 
er," he said 
"I guess what is mom surprising is the 
age groups that use the ~eatbeIts.~ 
AarsPding to the survey, drivers over the 
of 60 had the highest cpmpliance rate 
?m PcrrenL. to 602 percent 
for drivkA aged 30-59 and just 475 percent 
for drivea3 under the age of 30. 
'Thepeople in the age groups that have 
been trained to use the seat- 
belts - the younger people - don't & 
them," Koops noted. 9 . . 
S t d  said the institute has applied for a 
a baseline of information on which we 
owld track change -in the usage _(during 
the projectt." ___ __ _ ___----- - - 
T h e m A  is looking to to 
'achieve 70-pemnt m m p b a  ! with seatbelt-use by the eid of 
'1991, Streff said, but he added that 
I god had tieen pushed back fmrn 
1989. 
"It's a very difficult nut to crack," 
he said. 'The people that were 
----*using 
their seatbelts, but the people that 
don't are. the ones that most likely 
will be in crashes." 
Koops said he is ''very interest- 
ed" to see the data produced by the 
study and said it could be key in 
getting money to continue the U.S. 
31 SAVE pqect.  
"This could welt be thk test for 
the entire granting prdcedure as 
we know it," he said 
- -- 
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Fatal crashes , ., - 
" . 
,/ O T T A W A  C O U N T Y  . 
\ 
If 1989 was any indication, Ottawa County should be 
; a-safer Iace for driwn in the 19909. 
GJ?X& time b nna traffic fatalities 
wers recorded along M45 in 0,ttawa Csun accohd- 
ing to county and state law enforcement o p iaals. 
Officials from the Ottawa County heriff s Depart- 
ment and the Michigan State Police p h d  Ha- 
ven say the stafistics show that their stepped-up pa- 
n o n g  the stset& of road have been worth the. 
expense and effort. , ', 
In addition;,) ha?) given renew2 hope to agencies 
involved in aamilar project along U.S. 31 in Ottawa, 
Wegan and Muskegon counties. 
"It has been excellent," said Ottawa County Sher- 
if's Dtpartment Lt. Larry BeId of the effects of ghe M- 
45 patrols. "I think we ended 1989 on a high note." 
Since late f988, the sheriff's depamnent and the 
Michigan State Police have posted signs along the 
road warning m o t o m  of increased traffic enforce- 
ment along the Poad. Increased awareness, combined 
with stricter enforcement, have made the road safer, 
&Id said. 
"This isn't just a unique year,"said Lt. Richard Hau- 
senga,~Grand Haven post commander for the Michi- 
gan State Police. "Those things don't just happen" 
From 1980 through 1988, at least 15 fatalities were 
recorded along the state highway, which runs from 
Standale west to Lakb Michigan, Traffic on the road 
has steadily increased for a number of reasons, includ- 
ing mr-giowing enrollments at Grand, v w t a t e  
universiw. 
' "Did & do it? I think we had a significant impact, 
but we didn't do it done," he explainedA'The drivers 
had a big part in it. If the drivers are looking for us, 
~ they're looking out for each other, too." 
. Although the number of accidents along the road- 
way conhnued to ciirnb in 1989 - Beld said approxi- 
mately 4,300 trccidents occurred, up from 4,117 in 
1988 and 3,169 in 1980 -the, seriousness of the a&- 
dentshasdeclined. . , 
4 7 -- 
4 . u ~  it*i,t-- l i ~ e  
of eyerything," Housenga said. 
"But I've never seen a situation like 
this, where this is cut off to noth- 
ing. To haw gone from where we 
were to where we're at, the results 
are just phenomenal. 
"The grant has paid for itself." 
During the same time period, 
Beld reported that county deputies 
issued more than 2,790 tickets 
along M-45, up from about 500 in 
1988, Citations issued by state 
troopers haw increased as well, 
but 8eld said it's unfair and unreak 
istic to measure the success of the 
program by the number of tickets 
ishled. 
"No one gains from that," he 
said"The object of the program is - 
to bring people into compliance, 
not to issue tickets. - 
"If we could bring people into 
compliance without issuing any 
tickets, the program would still be 
asuaxsa" 
Both men said.the success of the 
M-45 pro>ct hns ma& them opti- 
mistic that a similar project along 
U.S. 31 that began in October will 
have simiiar results. - 
In all, more than $50,000 in state 
and f e d e d x t s ,  combined with 
various 1 matching funds, are 
paying for the increased patrols 
along M-45 and U.S. 3 1. 
Lt. Blaine Koops of the Holland 
Police Department said figures on 
the U.S. 31 SAVE project are just 
bwnning to be compiled, but early 
statistics are heartening. 
Koops, who coordinates the pro. 
ject for the seven law enforcement 
agencies involved, said 1,082 tick- 
ets were issued from late October 
through Nov. 30, including 713 
speeding tickets. Kwps noted that 
116 of the vehides pulled dver for 
Speeding-were equipped with Mdar 
detection systems. 
' m e  message is if they spend 
money to circumvent the system, 
they're still going to get nailed," 
Koops said "A radar detector does 
not make you immune to a speed- 
citatioe" % addition, Koops said 136 pas- 
senger ~~straint  violations were 
cited, along with 307 verbal warn- 
ings issued. An end-of-the-year 
-compilation of detailed statistics 
from the project will be released 
later this month, Koops said. 
"I think we're doing really well," 
Koops said. "But this is only one 
side of the issue. We still have to 
wait to see if the accident volume is 
going down like we want." 
"I think it's too early to tell if it 
has been effective so far," Beld 
said "I don't think the number of 
hours we have put out there have 
been enough to change the drivers' 
attitudes out there, (but) I am still 
ophiS€ic" 
Koop, Beld and Housenga all 
agreed that education on the U.S. 
31 project needs to be stepped up in 
the coming months to make the 
project successful. Signs informing 
drivers will soon be in place, and 
information is being distributed in 
restaurants, schools and other out- 
lets. 
"The money is well-spent," 
i Koops ad. ''The short dollar will 
have long effects. We want to keep 
in the public's mind that this is here 
to stavvl: 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 
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No fatal 'crashes occurred along M-45 in 1989 
OTT'AWA COUNTY - 
By Jon Brandt ' 
The Grand Rapids Press 
It 1989 was any indication, Otta- 
wa County should be a safer place 
for drivers in the 1990s. 
For the fitst timeln 10 years, no 
traffic fatalitiq were recorded 
along M-45 in Ottawa County; ac- 
cording to county and state law en- 
forcement officials. 
Officials from the Ottawa County 
Sheriffs Department and the 
Michigan State Police post at 
Grand Haven say the statistics 
show that their stepped-up patrols 
along the stretch of road have been ' 
worth the expense and effort. , 
In addition, it has given renewed 
hope to agencies involved in a simi- 
lar projedt along U.S. 31 in Ottawa, 
Allegan and Muskegon counties. 
"It has been excellent," said Ot- 
tawa County Sheriffs Department 
Lt, Larry Beld of the effects of the, 
M-45 patrols. 
Since late 1988, the sherips de- 
partment and the Michigan State 
Police have posted signs along the 
road warning motorists of in- 
creased traffic enforcement dong 
the road. increased awareness,- 
combined with, stricter enforce- 
ment, have made the road safer, 
Beld said. - 
"This isn't &t a unique year," 
said Lt. Richad Housenga, Grand 
Haven post commander for the 
Michigan State Police. ''Those 
things don't just happen.". 
Fmm 1980 thmugh 1988, at I& 
' 15 fatalities were recorded along 
the state highway, which runs from 
Standale west to Lake Michigan. 
-Traffic on the road has steadily in- 
creased for a number of reasons, 
including wer-growing enroll- 
ments at Grand Valley Stata Uni- 
versity. 
"Did we do it? I think we had a 
significant impact, but we didn't do 
it alone," he explained. "The driv- 
ers had a big part in it. If the drivers 
ire looking for us, they're looking 
out for each other, too." 
. Although the number of acci- 
dents along the roadway continued 
to climb in 1989 - Beld said ap- 
proximately 4,300 accidents oc- 
curred, up from-4,117 in 1988 and 
3,169 in 1980 - the seriousness of 
the accidents has declined. 
"Call it a lot of luck; call it a littIe 
of everything," Housenga said. 
"But I've never-seen a situation like 
this, where this is cut off to noth- 
ing. To have gone from where we 
we& to where we're at, the results 
are just phenomenal. The grant has 
paid for itself." 
During the same time period, 
Beld reported that county deputies 
issued more than 2,700 tickets 
along M-45, up from about 500 in 
1988. Citations issued by state 
troopers have increased as well, 
but Beld said it's unfair and unreal- 
istic to measure the success of the 
pmgram by the nynber of tickets 
issued. 
"No one gains from that," he 
said "The object of the program is 
to bring people into compliance, 
not to issue tickets. If we could 
bring people into compliance with- 
out issuing any tickets, the pro- 
gram would still be a success." 
Both men said the success of the 
M-45 project has made them opti- 
mistic that a similar project along 
U.S. 31 that began in October will 
have similk results. 
, In all, more than $50,000 in state 
, and federal grants, combined with 
various local matching funds,, are 
paying for the increased patrols 
along M-45 and U.S. 31, 
Lt. Blaine Koops of the Holland 
Police Department said figures 5n 
the U.S. 3J SAVE, project are just 
beginning to be compiled, but early 
statistics are Heartening. 
U.S. 31 speeders +. - 
get swift lesson - 
BY JON BRANOT tober than in any period before; 
Chronicle News Service - , said Capt. Orville Budd, head of 
w~th local reports the. department's operations 
Speeders are getting th; mey'  division^ 
sage: U.S. 31 is an expensive place In the final quarter of 1989, po- 
ta put the pedal to the metal; lice of several departments isslied 
- me U.S 3 u ~ , ~ .  (Sbreline 2,110 traffic citations. Of those, Area . V w e  Enforcement) Muskegon County Sheriff's officers 
4pbpct,  a police at. wrote 183 tickets -. 166 tickets for 
tack on unsafe driving operat& moving violations including speed- - with grant funding since last act,,. , ing, no seat belts or drunken driv- 
. k r ,  is paying off with safer traffic ing - and 17 for such fmn-moving 
.. flow and more, tickets issued, po- infractions 4 s  having only one 
Iice officials said. _ headlight, bad brakes or bald tires. 
Budd said grant funds allowing 
IN Counws pop his department's participation in 
tion of the mad, sheriffs depuhes -wrote five times more tickets the .program also allowed sheriff's 
since the Program began last Oc- deputies to patrol the roadway, 
which they previously did. not do 
routinely . 
: "OUR R ~ N T I O N  to the ... 
state highway was limited before 
because of our duties on the set- 
ondary roads, which is our main 
responsibility," said Budd. 9"is 
grant has brought about extra 
monies for patrol of US. 31 per 
se." 
Officials for-the U.S. 31 S.A.V.E. 
pmject said Monday the results 
from the first three months of the 
pfiject .were both "expected" and 
"shocking.'l' 
/ - _ _ _  - . r  --. - 
But most of all, they said, the In 1989, fck the first time in 10 The Grand liavem P&e D e  
stepped-up efforts to patrol the years, there were no fatal car ac- partment wrote UP 132 traffic via- 
roadway's 85-mile segment . eidents on M-45 within Ottawa latlons through Dec. 31 as part of 
through Allegan, Ottawa and Mus- County, due in part, officials haire the U.S. 31 program, said Lt. 
kegon counties seems to be said, to a stepped-up enforcement Gregg VanLente, patrol coordina- 
working. effort between the state police tor for the department. The cita- 
and the Ottawa County Sheriff's tions included 31 speeding tickets. LT. RICBARD Housenga, mm- DepartmenL 
mander of the Michigan State Pw In total, 2,110 traffic citations LIlLY -.I L 
a n i  w e e  issued by,officerg from seven . lice's Grand Haven Po% =id he's * HOUSEDIGA *- 2 A ~ O W C  . *law enforcement agenda along been with the P m V m .  EDGED that fa&%ties a n  not as a IJU. 31 from Octokr through 
- !'The effort,> think, is excellent. 1 a W  a problem on U.S. 31 as they cemtjer 1989. Among those were 
-For result& I think it's too early to , have heen on M-4% but he's look- 1,264 speeding tickets, including 
tell," he said; adding he's hopeful ing for results with the U.S. 253 issued to drivers using radar 
the results will be just as encour- 31 S-A-V-E- ProPam in terms of detectors. In addition, a total of 
aging as those found on 20 miles of '- speeding and seat-klt 565 verbal warnings were made 
selected enforcement on M-45. enforcement. during the three-montfi period. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 
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U.S.31 enforcement . - up 
Drivers beware. Not even your 
radar detectors will save you from 
speeding tickets on U.S. 31. - 
Just ask the woman who was 
caught driving 98 miles per hour 
northbound through Holland Fri-' 
day aftemooa Hers was just oned 
the2,llOtraffic~onsthathm- 
been issued since the U S  31 SAVE 
pmject began fast October. - 
officiPls for the U.S. 31-SAVE 
(Shoreline Area Vehicle Enforce= 
ment) pmjed said Monday the m- 
gUttsfrOmthcfintttrnemontttsof 
the project wete both "Wn 
and "shocking" But most of 
t h s r s g r t h ~ ~ ~ e f i o * ~  
patmi the 85-rmle-long stretch of 
US. 31 in All- Ottawa and- 
Muskegon counties seems to be 
working. - - 
~e hem ttiere w& a p ~ - G  
but there," said H O W  Police U. 
Blaine Koops, "but when we see 
the number of vioiatio~w that we 
have, it'ss)moddtlg to r_ealizs the 
problem that we do have." 
Although there are m, Ann num- 
ben to back him up, Kobps csti-- 
mated that nearly three times as ' 
many ticketa have been issued 
along the stretch of highway this 
year than ckving the same period 
Myear* 
In totel, 2,110 m c  citations 
were issued by officers from seven 
law enfoment agencies along 
- 
PRESS M T O ~  COPIER 
suns were posted Friday dong U.S. 31. - .  
US. 31 from October thmugk d the threemonth perid 
c e m h  1989. Among those were To aid the public's awareness of 
1364 speeding tickets, hchdhg the lZmonth, $175,000 project, of- 
253 issued to driven using radar ficiais have installed six signs 
detectors. In addition, a total of 565 
vehd wen -during ' dong US. 31 remindins mr~ 
that "Safety's #l on 31." Koop 
stnssed that the object of the pro= 
ject is not to write tickets, but to 
reduce accidents and save lives. 
"1f we can save just one life or 
reduce someone's suffering by any 
degree, I think it would be a total 
success," he said. In Holland, offi- 
cers have issued a total of 712 cita- 
tions, including 297 speeding tick- 
ets. \ 
Lt. William Smith, commander 
of the Saugatuck post of the Michi- 
gan State PoIice, said the program 
I is going "extremely well." 
"Ithinkit'srneetingoutexpecta- 
tions so far," he said. "Unfortu- 
nately, it will be a littie while befom 
we knw ifwe've made some of ow 
odgbalgoak" 
Smith, drainnan d the program 
said he's. heard no mgative coma 
nmtsabouttheprojectfn>mthe 
public so far. 
"The progranr is still in its infan- 
cy," he said "But I think the age* 
cies involved a n  making a tremen- 
dous coopemtive effort." 
LL Richard Housenga, corn- 
mander of the Mikhigan State PCP 
lice's Grand Haven post, said he's 
been pleased with the program. 
"The effort, I think, is excellent. 
Ford~Ithinkit'stooearfyto 
tell," he said, adding he's hopeful 
the resuIts will be just as encourag- 
ing as those! found on 20 miles of 
selected enforcement on M-45. 
In 1989, for the first time in 10 
yea~%, there wwe no fatal car a& 
dents on M45 within Ottawa 
County,dueinpart,officialshave' 
said, to a stepped-up enforcement 
effort between the State Pplice and 
the Ottawa County S-s De 
partment. 
Housdnga acknowledged that fa-- 
talities are not as large a problem 
on US.  31 as tb have been on M- 
. 45, but he's loa 7d ' g for good n- 
sults yith the U.S. 31 SA.V.E. pn, 
gram in tmns of speeding and seat 
.belt enforameat 
The Grand Haven Police Depart- 
ment wrote up 132 traffic violations 
thmughDec.31 aspartoftheUS. 
31 program; said U Gregg Van- 
M e ,  patrol coordinator for the 
department, The citations included 
31~p&h$tidreta 
7 thWr rts going real we!& Ow 
dam are w m g  10 hours a 
week (as part of the gnu@," Van. 
Lente said. 
Other agencies invoIved with the 
project indude the sheriff's depart- 
ments from Ottawa Allegan and 
Muskegon counties. Koops said Ot- 
tmwa ckyuties have issued 453 dta- 
tions since October, induding 281 
speeding tickets. 
GRAND HAVEN, MI 
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"Law 'enforcement officials 
praise U.S. 31 venture 
, ~aw'enforcement agencies of the "U.S. 3 1 , w "  project 
tbday announced successful results for the first three month9 of the 
- cooperative enforcement along U.S. 3 1. 
Seven area agencies report that a total of 2,110 traffic citations 
have been issued from Oct. 1,1989 through Dec. 31, 1989. Of 
thosecitations, 1,264 were s w i n g  violations, 255 for other haz- 
ardous violations and 537 other non-hazardous violations. Records 
indicated that 174 of the speeders who were stopped were using 
mdar detectors at the tim; of the ticket, 253 motorists stopped for 
speeding.were cited for seatbelt violations. To date, the project has 
netted 30 arnsts Bnd of those, three were felony arrests for various 
offenses and six arrests were for operatingavehicle while intoxi- 
cated. \ -, 
Duzirig the initial three-month period, agcncies<nvolved with 
Wproject travelled over 2l',000 miles along U.S. 31 and logged 
ovet 1,300 man hours. The two-year project focuses on encourag- 
ing safer travel through strict enforcemenrpolicies along U.S. 3 1 in 
Ottawa, Muskegon and Allegan counties. Data on accidents and 
speed counts are not available yet, according to reports. * 
Agencies involved in the U.S. 31 S.A.V.E. include the 5th and 
6th District of the Michigan State Police, Allegan, Ottawa and 
Muskegon County shedfflcdepartments and the Holland and 
Grand Haven police departments. The program is funded in part by 
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GRAND HAVEN - Criminal 
arrests rose slightly in Ottawa 
County last year. following a 4.33 , 
percent jump In calls fur service, 
according to the sheriff depart- 
ment's annual report. , 
Sherlff Robert Dykstra Ad 
while t-artment did not see a 
dramatic increase in many serious 
crimes, like murder and aggravat- 
ed assault, deputih are busier 
than ever trying to handle the 
growingrcomplaint load. 
Ih' 1989, compl&nts rose 4.33 
percent, from 31,012 ie 1988 to 
32.356. Criminal arrests increased 
from 2.957 in 1988 to 3.075 in 1989, 
representing a 3.99 percent jump. 
The department reported one 
murder arrest, 29 arrests on crim- 
ma1 sexual conduct. 10 robbee ar- 
rests and 46 arrests for aggravat- 
ed assault in 1989. 
The department experienced an 
~ncfease in murder complaints - 
from none In 1988 to two in 1989 - and in sexual penetration com- 
plaints. a jump from 52 in 1988 to 
67 in 1989. 
.But some crimes decreased in 
number: Aggravated assault com- 
plaints, far instance, fell from I15 
in 1988 to 64 last1 year, and'bur- 
glaries decreased from 567 in 1988 
to 460 in 1989. 
''I SUSPECT w ~ t h  the number of 
cornpla~nts increasing, the arrests 
w ~ l l  continue to increase," Dykstra 
said. "The county is growing so 
rapldly in t e r n  of population. So 
with that comes additional com- 
plaints and calls for service." 
Among the busiest areas for 
complaints. Dykstra said, is 
around Westshore Mall at James 
Street and U.S. 31 area. He specu- 
lated that area alone accounts for 
the large Increase ip larcenies 
from cars. burglaries. disorderly 
conduct. and check violations last 
vcar 
\ - 
For instance, simple larcenies 
rose from 770 in 1988 to 814 in 
1989. Complaints of grand larce- 
nies increased from 844 in 1988 to 
1,048 in 1989. And check violations 
more than doubled, from 100 in 
1988 to 214 last year. 
'$1 COULD put a deputy out 
there all day long and he would al- 
ways be busy," E3ykstra said. 
Meanwhile. criminal sexual con- 
duct cornpiaint&are still on the 
rise, a trend Dykstra said has been 
continuing fop several years. 
in 1989, the department handled 
67 sexual penetration complaints, 
and 37 sexual contact cases. 
Those figures represented in- 
creases from 1988, when the d e  
partment received 52 compiaints 
of sexual penetntion and 28 sexu- 
a1 contact complaints, 
Bybtra credited the state and 
federal grants increasing patrol 
along M-45 and U.S.31 for the rise 
m tjaffic arrests last year. 
The SAVE US, 31 program went 
i;lto effect i rRFmter  part of the 
year, but the beefed-up patrol on 
M-45 - one of the most dangerous 
stretches in Qttawa County - 
started Iait January. 
DYKSTRA SAID that elfort 
may in part account for the rise in 
speeding arrests throughout the 
county last year, 4.831, up from 
3,443 in 1988. Seat belt amsts cat- 
apulted from 410 in 1988 to 1,196 
.last year. 
overail, the department report- 
ed a 31.2 percent increase in traf- 
- fic arrests, a jump from 9,508 in 
1988 to 12,489 last year; 
, The number of fatal accidents 
dropped by one - from 25 in 1988 
to 24 in 1989. In total, 28 people 
died on Ottawa County roads last 
year, compared to 29 in 1988. 
Alcohol was involved in 317 of 
the traffic accidents last year, 
. down from 331 in 1988. 
Of the alcohol-rela ted accidents, 
drinking was a factor in eight fa- 
talities, up from six in 1988. 
Dykstra doesn't expect the 
growing number of criminal com- 
plaints to decrease, in light of the 
burgeoning county population. 
- 'HE PLANS to push the county to 
hire more deputies and an addi- 
tional investigator next year, if the 
current hiring freeze ends. 
FEE- 6-90 
Ottawa Countv'; 
crime up in '19.89 
HOLLAND 
rapidly in terms of population. So 
. with that comes additional com- 
plaints and calls for service."' 
B y M W B i r l o  Among the busiest areas for 
m~rrad~apkk~se complaints, Dykstra said, isaround 
Westshore Mall at James Street 
C r h h d  arrests rose slightly in and U.& 31. area He speculated 
Ottawa County last year, following that area alone aZcounts.for the- 
a 4.33 percent jump in calls for ser- large i n m e  in larcenies from 
vice, according to the sheriff de- cars, burghie, disorderly con- 
-9 annual report. - -duct,. and check violations last 
Sheriff Robert Dykstra said year. 
while.the department did not see a For instance, simple larcenies 
dramatic increase in many serious rose from 770 in 1988 to 814 in 
crimes, like murder and aggravat- l,989, Complaints of, grand larce- 
edassauit, deputies are busierthan nies increased from 844 in 1988 to 
ever trying to handle the growing 1,048 in 1989. And check violations 
complaint load more than doubled, from 100 in 
In 1989, complaints rose 4.33 1988 to214 last year. 
percent, tram 31,012 in 1988 t o  "Icouldput adeputyoutthere all 
32,356. Criminal arrests increased 'day long and he would always be 
. from 2,957 in 1988 to 3,073a 1989, busy," Dy- said 
npreaenting a 3.99 percent jump. , Meanwhile, CSC complaints are 
The department reported one stili on the rise, a mnd Dykstra 
murder arrest, 29 arrests on crimi- said has been continuing for sever- 
nai sexual conduct (CSC), 10 rob- alye8rs. - 
beryarn?sts and 46 arres& for ag- In 1989, the department handled 
gmated assault in'1989. 67 sexual, penetration complaints, 
The department experienced an and 37 sexual contact cases. 
increase in murder complaints - Those figures represented in- 
from none-in 1988 to twain 1989 - creases. from 1988, when the de- 
:-W- int '--am-- -p~hen&received52 complaints of 
p W n ~ ; a ~ 9 8 8  to sex& penetration and 28 sexual 
67 in 1989. contact complaints. 
But some crimes decreased in Dykstra credited the state and 
numbb. Aggmmted assault com- federal grants increasing patrol 
plaints, for instance, fell from-115 along M-45 and U.S.31 for the rise 
m 1988 to 64 last year, and burglar- in traffic arrests last year. 
ies decreased fmm 567 in 1988 to The AVE U.S. 31 gram went 
460 in 1989. into e&T-" ect m e latter part of the 
"I suspect with' the number of year, but the beefed-up patrol on 
complaints increasing, the arrests M-45 -one of the most dangerous 
will continue to in-," Qkstra -t&m.> in corny - 
said. ''The COuPe @'OW so started last January. - WWa said that effort may in 
part account for the rise in speed- 
ing - thughout the county- 
last YearI 4,831, up from 3,443 in 
1988. S'eat belt arrests catapulted 
from 410 in 1988 to 1,196 last year. 
Overall, the department reported 
a 313 percent increase in traffic ar- 
rests, a jump from 9,508 in 1988 to 
12,489 last year. 
The number of fatal acddents 
dropped by one - from 25 in 1988 
to 24 in 1989. In total, 28 people 
died on Ottawa County roads last 
) -  L -..- . . . ' -& ,  . 
year, compared'to 29 in 1988. 
Alcohol was involved in 317 of 
the traffic accidents last year, down 
ern 331 in 1988. --_ 
Of the alcohol-related accidents, 
drinking was a factor in eight fatali- 
ties, up from six in 1988. I 
Dykstra doesn't expect the grow- 
ing number of criminal complaints 
to decrease, in light of the burgeon- 
.- . ,.‘ A 
ing county population. 
He plans to push the county to 
hire more deputies and an addi- 
tional investigator next year, if the 
current h i ~ g  freeze ends. 
"I don't know what 1991 is going, 
to bring," he said. 
"I'll be in there next year asking 
for more staff. . . . The only answer 
is more manpower." 
HOLLAND, MI 
SENTINEL 
Police . . h6pT75citations 
make ~ . ' ~ . ' 3 1  Lie --- safer - 
Poiice opened the year contin- 7 
uing to teach motorists on U.S. 
31 to drive safer the bard way: 
with citations. 
In January alone, 766 citations 
were issued to drivers as part of 
the U.S. 31 SAVE 'ect, SKore- 
liner # Vehide Enforcement, 
said c o o ~ t o r  Lt. Blaine 
b p s  of the H o b i d  Police De- 
partment. Andtier 300 motorists - 
were given verbal warnings. 
Between Ckt. 1 aad Dec. 31,2,- 
110 citations were issued by the 
seven police agencies iwoived 
in the one-year project funded 
by the federal government and 
Id agencies to make an 8S 
mile stretch of highway between 
Megan and Muckegon counties 
safer. 
Six signs posted along the 
roadway warn drivers that traf- 
fic laws are heavily enforced. 
Kwp said the road handles 
more traffic than it was de 
signed for and the slower speeds 
of drivers should make it safer. 
Pslice officials hope this p m  
ject can show the same success 
as a similar one on M4. Last 
year was the first h at least 10 
years no one was killed on M-45, 
although 22 people died on that 
highway between 1985 and 1988. 
Accidents there are down 25 per- 
cent from previous years. That 
Weyear project ends Sept. 30. 
No fatalaccident statistics 
were available yet to U.S. 31. 
Of the 766 citations issued in 
.January on U.S. 31, 431 were for 
speeding and 95 were for violat- 
ing passenger restraint laws, 
Kwps said. 
The agencies involved are Hol- 
land and Grand Haven police 
departments; Megan: Ottawa 
and Muskegon shenfrifs depart- 
ments; and Michigan State Po- 
lice posts in SaugaW and 
Grand Haven. - 
GRAND HAVEN, MI 
TRIBUNE 
APR- 18-90 
City police pitch in fdr S.A:V.E. project- 
< I'he Grand Haven Police Department continues its strict 
edmement policy a1ongU.S. 3 1, handing out 87 hazardous 
citations, 57 speeding violations, and 28 seatbelt violations during a 
five month period . 
Police reported that overall, the seven agencies participating in 
the U.S. 31 S.A.V.E. program have issuedover4,400 citations since 
' October 1,. 1989. Agencies involved have cooperatively logged over 
3,131 b m  and traveled close t~40,00qmiles along the 85 miles of 
the pro* t area. - f 
Atzencies involved in the U.S. 31 S;A.V.E miect include the 
fifth & sixth districts of the Michigan State ~ o i c e ,  Allegan and 
Ottawa county sherips departments and Holland and Grand Haven 
city police departments. - . 
GRAND RAPIDS PRESS 
MAY-2-90 
State police post 
I enforces its way 
1 to safetv award 
Thanks to the success of the U.S. 31 Shoreline Area 
Vehisie Enforcement (SAVE) program, the Saugatuck 
team of the Michigan State Police has been honored 
for promoting the use of seat belts and child restraints. 
The Michigan Coalition for Safety Belt Use recently 
named the post, commanded by Lt. William Smith. as 
one of 25 recipients of its annual Safety Beit and Child 
Restraint Leadership Award. The winners were select- 
ed from a field of 250 entrants, according to Connie 
Soma, executive director for the coalition. 
The award was presented at a Lansing ceremony 
last week by Secretary of State Richard Austin and Dr. 
Robert Burton, coalition chairperson. 
AWARD 
CONTINUED FROM PAG 
'This is an honor for Lt 
Smith and all the officers who have 
dedicated themselves to reducing 
' traffic fatalities," Austin said i i  
pnss release announcing the 
award. 
"Safety belts and child safety 
seats are proven lifesavers. Any 
time a community becomes in- 
volved in such an intensive effort, 
there are measurable reductions in 
crash deaths and injuries. We ap- 
plaud this excellent example of 
community sewice." 
During 1989, Smith said the post 
issued 475 tickets for seat belt use 
violations and made another 350 
verbal warnings. 
In addition, the post also cited six 
child restraint violalions, he said. 
Many of the citations came as a re- 
sult of the U.S. 31 SAVE program, 
which Smith called the post's 
"highlight of 1989 safety restraint 
effoh" 
"I guess it's a real honor," said 
Smith, whose post was also hon- 
ored with a special Legislative res- 
oiution co-sponsored by Rep. Paul 
Hillegonds and Sen. Ed 
dricks. "We were the smal $.' est loca- F" 
tion to be selected (for the award). 
It's a real honor and statement to 
my staff." 
The Saugatuck post is one of sev- 
en law enforcement agencies in- 
vohred in the U.S. 3 1 SAVE project, 
which is a coordinated traffic en- 
forcement programs focussed .on 
an  85-mile stretch of U.S. 31 in Al- 





THE SAUOATUCK TEAM of the Michigan picbredabove (1 to r) are Dr. Robefl D. Bu~on, 
State Police was honored for its m-nity wK; Chai rson of the Michigan Coalition for Safety G safety program. ~h~ team also a special Bel se; Secretary of State Richard H. Austin; 
tribute from legislators State Senator E6 driver L Y ~  St. James; Saugatuck Team, 
Fredricks (R-23rd District) and State Rep- k Wi:liam Smith, Tmper David Jeffers and Major 
resentative Paul Hillegonds- (R-54th District). 
Saugatuck state police team 
earns first 
The Saugatuck team of the 
Michigan Department of State 
Police, under the command of 
William W. Smitti, is one of 25 
Michigan winners of the Safety 
Belt and ChiM Restraint Leadership 
Award, presented April 25 by 
Secretary of State Richard H . 
Austin and Dr. Robert D. Burton, 
chairperson of the Michigan 
Coalition for Safe Belt k. P This is the ust year t h e  
Saugahlck team received an award 
for its community traffic safety 
safety belt 
programs, according to Austin. The 
staff promoted use of safety 
resvaints through public service 
announcements prior to holidays. 
An imponant component was the 
, a seven-agency 
m f i c  enforcement 
effort on an 85 mile section of US 
31 in Allegan, Ottawa and 
Muskegon Counties. 
"It (the award) was not anti- 
cipated," Smith said. "We are 
pleased with this recognitioa" 
Officers issued 475 safety belt and 
six child resaaint citations -- in 1989. 
award 
"This is an honor for Smith and 
a l l  of the officers who have dedi- 
cated themselves to reducing traffic 
fatalities," said Austin. "Safety 
belts and child safety -seats are 
proven lifesavers. Any time a 
community becomes involved in 
such an intensive effort, there are 
measurable reductions in crash 
deaths and injuries. We applaud this 
excellent example of community 
SeP/ice." 
The Saugatuck team was selected 
by the coalition from among 250 
entrants. 
u w a v u n  I 
JUNE 3,1990 
Officials 
GRAND RAPIDS PRESS 
J U N-3-90 call SAW 
a success 
H O L L A N D  
By Jon BMdt 
IhrorrrdRapidIRW 
Michigan State Police Lt. Wtlliam Smith used to 
back up traffic when he dmvt from his post to Gnnd 
Haven 'on U.S. 31. But not anymom ' 
Smith, the commander of the state police's Sauga- 
tuck post, said when he used to drive on the kighway 
in a awked police vehicie at the 55 mph spttd limit, 
other can would move up behind him until he had a 
sm8U procession following behind hi. 
But now, six months into the US. 3 1 Shortdine Area 
Vehicle Enforcement (SAVE) pmlgam, Smith is hap 
to qmrt he d o e  not create bottkncdu on the 
&@ wryafiymarr. 
7bat srnds a wry dear musaga that the &?om we 
am making we deflniteiy paying dividends," Smith 
. srid"Itisaneatexperiencetoscathoccendrasulu." 
*. ahs US. 31 SAVE pmjea is a cooperattve &on 
fomrsd last October between seven law enforcement 
;F"" that pa td  the S m i l e  mtch  of U.S. 31 in e g ~ ,  Ottawa and Musktgon counth The P m  
yau project, which has inatared law enforcement pa- 
w on the roadway, is aimed at decreasing speedutg 
and accidents and incnasing seat belt usage. 
So far, anrcials am calling the project "vey effec. *" 
1 fedthestakkia art very impmssing," Smith said. 
"Igwssodydmewintellifwehavealasin effect 
but armin*, peopie am m g  to fo%Y the 
ruled on thew own." 
0th- ofaciak echo Smith's sentiments. 
"I thfnk its been vary effective," said Omwa County 
S h d f s  Department Lt Larry kid. 'We've had a lot 
"ep*" comments about our pnscnce on the road." the l h t  six months of the project, officials report 
tiua a total of 5,674 traffic mesa, including 3,320 
spacdine tickets, have been issued along the roadway. 
Among the speeden, 435 were using radar detecton. 
: In addition, oMcen have issued 818 citations and 
I t 894 wvningr for failure to wear seat balk 
"I think it's probably gone better tMn we expacted 
Ia the beginning," Smith said "Because of the mmtn. 
- dous growth m n d  here and the cry to do more with 
lass, we didn't know how it would work." 
m e  p q a m  has had an excellent six-month re 
I 
sea TRAFFIC, page s 
CONTINLlED FROM PAGE 1 
percent, from 16 to seven, he said. 
Project-wide accident statistics are 
not yet available from the state. 
"This is just a snapshot of the 
project," Koops said "(But) it gives 
us an indication that the resources 
that have been expended have defi- 
nitely been worthwhile. 
"The community is responding 
to the problem on 31." 
Another example of what the 
project has accomplished so far, 
Koops said, are the results of a 
speed study done along the road- 
way in the city. 
Koops said speeds on the road's 
55 rnph zone averaged 62 rnph in a 
study done March 10,1989, but an- 
other study done last Feb. 7 
showed that average speeds were 
down to 57 mph - a decrease of 5 
mph. Speed comparisons for the 
entire route are not yet available. 
"We're extremely pleased to 
date," Smith said. "The total coop 
erative spirit between the swen 
agencies has just been terrific. h d  
the public response is that they ire 
aware of the problem." ' 




JUN- 4-9q ,- 
U.S. 31 campaign puts 
brakes on speeders 
By ADAM BLUST 
Chronicle staff wnter . 
wdh mre servtce reports 
Capt. Orville Budd of the Muskegon 
County Sheriff's Department said a crack- 
down o n m e r s  on U.S. 3 is meant to -r3; change drivers' habits over e long term, . - 
not just sting them for ticket fees. 
."We're nit looking for tickets," Budd 
said. "We're looking for compiiance." 
And it appears to be working. 
LAW -ENFORCEMENT officials in 
Muskegon, Ottawa and Allegan counties 
hive been heavily promoting the U.S. 31 
Sbbreline Area Vehicle Ehforcement pro- 
gram on signs and in local media so driv- 
ers'can have a chance to police them- 
selves, Budd said. 
The U.S 31 SAVE project is a coopera- 
, 
tive effort formed last- O c t o k  among 
seven kw enfommeat agencies that 'pa- 
trol the 85-mile stretch of U.S. 31 in M w  
kegon, Ottawa and All- counties. Tht 
tweyear project, funded by federal grant 
money that allows increased law enforce 
meat patrols on themadway, is aimed at 
decreasing speeding and accidents ad in- 
crea!lh~ seatbelt use. -.. &, -.. .--t- _ 
that we've gotten," Budd said. 
IN THE first six months of the projec 
officials report a total of 5,674 traffic a 
rests, including 3,320 speeding ticket 
have b&n issued along the roadwa 
Among the speeders, 435 were using radi 
detectors. 
- Ia addition, officeis have issued 818 c - - -- w - -. ,-* , 
- - tations and 896 warnings for failure I 
So far, offidah are kauing Gpmject ,-&l& 
"very effective." . . - .  a - "I'm a f i  believer that if we see p a  
"1 FEEL the statistics a n  very im- pie without seat belts and write citat'ior 
pressing," said Michigan State Police Lt. to all of them, that will save lives," sal 
William Smith of the Saugaw,  pat .  "1 Michigan State Police Lt. Richa~ 
mew only time will tell if we have a last- Howenga of the Grand Haven post. 
'g effd but a w @ ~ l  am bc 
6m P R O G m  bps id an uceuel ginning to follow the rules on their own." a-month revlaw fmm our standpoint Other Smith's sentiments- said Lt. Blaine Kooos of the Holland PI 
"We're real pleased with the results ace Department. '4~verall in the city, a( 
cidents are way down."' , - - "  .. 
Koops said accidents along U.S. 3 1 with- 
ih-the city lirnits,fmm Nov. 1 thmugh 
April 30 were down 18 percent over the 
, same period the year before. Furtber- 
more, personal injury accidents have de- 
creased by 56 percent, from 16 to seven, 
he said :: - 
v- - 
. Project-wide accident statistics are not 
yet available from the state. 
"WE'RE - EXTREM&Y pleased to 
. date," Smith said "The $tal cooperative 
spirit between the seven agencies has just 
been terrifk And the public response i$ 
that they are aware of the problem and 
they are making an attempt to change the 
situa tioa '! ..b ... . 
But Housenga said tourist traffic on 
U.S. 31 is more difficult to affect because 
seasonal driven don't see the day-Way 
changes on the road Housenga also said 
regular patrols will have to continue after 
the special project is over if officials want 
to see long-term effects.- 
"If after two years we were just to pull 
out, (driven) would revert back to their 
old ways," Housenga said. "You need that 
tontiming enforcement" 
OTTAWA c o r n  Lt Larip Beld Aid 
it is unlikely t&t the flow of tickets will 
subside anytime soon. 
"It has exceeded our expecktions in 
writing tickets, unfortunately," Beld said. 
"That means that there are a lot of viola- 
tors and that will probably go up with the 
summer months. 
"St's not that we are out there to write 
tickets and pick on outsf-state drivers, 
but I would expect that tickets will proba- 
bly increase." 
I 
..""'.~W"l., I . , ,  
CHRONICLE 
E-44,985: $46,697 
u.S. 31 SAVE project 
shows real results 
Here's another law-enforcement program that is showing 
positive results - the crackdown on speeders along the busy 
U.S. 31 corridor between Muskegon, Ottawa and Allegan 
counties. 
Since the U.S. 31 SAVE project began last October, 
accidents have declined 18 percent from the same period the 
year before, and the number of personal injury accidents has 
droped from 16 to 7, or 56 percent. 
To get that kind of results, officers had to write 3,320 
speeding tickets, plus numerous warnings to stick to the speed 
limit (yes, it is 55 mph) and to wear seat belts. 
The program's life is two years, and we're encouraged to 
hear that even after that, the enforcement will continue. 






By Cartye Hauptman 
Tribrms d m  
-- 
In the past six months'drivers on 
U.S. 31 through Muskegon, Ottawa 
and Allegan counties have slowed 
down and people using the highway 
know they will most likely see a 
police car anytime they use the high- 
way. 
Since the initiation of Seven 
Area Vehicle Enforcement (SAVE) 
task force a little more than six 
months ago, police patrolling U.S. 
31 through the three counties have 
seen changes in the driving habits. 
"Prior to the pick-up of tourist 
traffic on U.S. 31, the troopers out 
there have seen the drivers slowing 
down and driving differently. Those 
people who use' the highway on a 
daily basis know the strict enforce- 
ment is out there. .. strict enforce- 
ment works, M-45 proved that fm f " 
said Lt. Richard Housenga. 
SAVE is a traffic enforcement 
program consisting of the cooper- 
ative efforts of seven police agen- 
cies along an 85-mile stretch of 
U.S.3 1 through Muskegon, Ottawa 
and kllegan counties. 
"I am a firm believer that this 
really works. The high visibility of 
the program helps to get the word 
out there," Housenga said. 
The traffic enforcement program 
is funded through state grants pro- 
vided by the Office of Highway 
Safety and Planning. A total of 
$90,000 in grant monies were 
According to statistics gathered 
by the SAVE committee a total of 
725 hours of overtime in* man hours 
were expended, added to the 3,258 
regular hours of patrol on the high- 
h a y  resulting in 5,674 traffic 
anests. 
- A breakdown of the traffic 
'arrests includes, 3,320 tickets for 
speed violations, capped with 818 
seatbelt violations. A total of 61 
people were amsted in for criminal 
charges, 18 fugitives wen caught, 
884 investigations resulted and 320 
cars were assisted by police, accord- 
ing to Smith. 
Of the 3,320 traffic tickets 
issued, 435 drivers w m  using radar 
'detectors, and police answered 294 
complaint investigations. 
Police also issued 896 verbal 
warnings for seatbelt violations. 
''The clear message ii that we are 
having an impact People are com- 
piling with the speed limits more 
and rhe spirit of cooperation we have 
felt by the agencies is temfic," 
Smith said. 
The current grant monies pro- 
vided for SAVE by the state is good 
through September and is renewable 
for one year, Smith said. 
Although it would be helpful for 
SAVE to study the number of acci- 
dent on U.S. 31 during the past six 
month time period on the 85-mile 
stretch Smith said those types of sta- 
tistics won't be available for about a 
year. 
extended for one Year for the Pro- 
- 
"Everyone involved is optimistic 
lpam which is used to Pay officers about the program," Smith added. 
for overtime to have the additional 
patrols on the highway, according to 
SAVE Chairman, L t. William Smith 
out of the Saagatuck Team. 
"We an very pleased with the 
six-month results we are seeing 
now. There arc positive effects in 
speed reduction. On the average the 
speeds are five mph under what they 
use to be on U.S. 31," Smith noted. 
HOLLAND, MI 
SEbITINEL 





By John Agar 
Santind st& writer 
Stricter enforcement of traf- 
fic laws on U.S. 31 in the area 
has convinced most motorists 
to slow down, and those who 
haven't gotten the message 
about speeding are being 
caught at a fast clip, police 
reported. 
"When I drove from Holland 
to Grand Haven in a marked 
patrol car, I generally would 
create a bottleneck," said Lt. 
William Smith of the Michigan 
State Police in Saugatuck. 
"Now, no one is pushing me, 
there are no traffic tieups, 
whether I'm in a marked or 
plain car. We're starting to 
get voluntary compliance. " 
Asea wlice teamed up for 
the L7.S: 31 SAVE prokam 
that began last, 0ct6ber in an 
eflort t i  slow down traffic and 
prevent accidents in an 85- 
mile stretch of the highway 
through Megan, Ottawa and 
Muskegon counties. 
Officers from the state and 
locai departments have logged 
3,258 regular hours and 724 
hours of overtime patroling 
the highway. They have issued 
5,674 citations - 3,320 for 
speeding* 
The program has been effec- 
tive enough in Holland to get 
85 percent of the drivers to 
reduce their speed by an aver- 
age of 8 mph from Oct. 1,1989, 
through the end of April, com- 
pared to the same time period 
last year, Holland Police Lt. 
Blaine Koops said this morn- 
ing. The averge speeds have 
dropped to the posted speed on 
the highway in the city, 50 and 
55 mph. 
He called the drop in speed 
"significant." 
With the lower speeds, the 
accident rate in the city has 
dropped by 18 percent, from 92 
crashes in Oct. 1, 1988 to May 
30, l W ,  to 75 in the same 
period this year. 
Bat Koops cautioned that 
the busy season for accidents 
is ap roaching, with tourists 
crow g the roads and every- & 
one inclined to drive faster in 
the warm and drier weather. 
County and state figures 
were unavailable for the acci- 
dent rate on other parts of the 
highway. 
U.S. 31 wasn't designed to 
handle the heavy flow of traf- 
fic near Holland that in- 
cmsed 25 percent from 1983 
to 1k7 and is still on the rise, 
Koops remarked. 
"Traffic is increasing dra- 
I matically between Grand Ha- 
ven and Holland," he said. 
Holland police cover a bout 
five miles of the highway that 
pass through the city. Sheriff's 
departments, state police and 
municipal police patrol the 
rest of the highway covered by 
the enforcement program. 
U.S. 31 SAVE also is getting 
more motorists to wear their 
sqL belts, according to a Uni- 
versity of Michigan study that 
found 60 percent of drivers on' 
the highway are buckling up, 
Koops said. 
"OW g a l  is 70 
which may be attaina le," h i  
said. 
rt 
The statewide average for 
seat-belt use is slightly under 
50 percent. 
GRAND HAVEN, Mi 
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Officers to offer holiday tips 
GRAND HAVEN TOWNSAIP - Officers from the seven area 
police agencies involved in the U.S. 3 1 SAVE traffic enforcement 
program will be on hand at the rest area north of M-45 until 8 p.m. 
today to provide information and driving tips for holiday travelers. 
SAVE consists of officers from Ottawa County Sheriffs, 
Michigan State Police, Holland Police, Muskegon County Sheriff's 
and Allegan County Sheriff's departments. 
The pawl officers cover 85 miles of U.S. 31 through Allegan, 
Ottawa and Muskegon counties. 
The traffic enforcement program has been in operation for about 
six months and is funded in part by a grant from the state office of 
highway safety. 
/ aided safety 
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I - Toutin the succ E. 31 Shon ' e Area Vehide Enforce 
ment (SAVE) program, law en- 
forcement officials from Ottawa, 
Megan and Muskegon counties 
I Friday provided a respite for travel- 
.us on the busy highway. 
Officials from the seven ma- 1 
pating police agencies provided 
motorists with coffee, cold drinks, 
cake and other treats, as well as in- 
formation about the project, at the 
state rest stop on U.S. 31, north of 
the intersection of M45. 
"This was something to attract 
the motoring public to stop by and 
take advantage," said LL W W  
Smith of the state police pas£ in 
Saugatuck "My feeling is that if we 
arn keep this in front of the public, 
.this will help and save some lives." 
m myear project, which be= I 
.gan last October and is funded by 
local, state and federal tun& is be- - ing tenned a success by organizers, 
who say the extra patrols have re- 
duced speeda and acddena and in- 
-'creased the use of seatbelts along 
:.the 85-mile stretch of highway. 
./ "It's definitely better than it 
-was," Smith said 
? Maggie Easterbrook of the state 
Otiica of Highway Safety and Plan- 
1 ning said funding for the project 
-will run out at the end of the 1990. I 
91 fiscal year, but added she hopes I 
local governments will continue to 
fund it. State funding for a similar 
project on M-45 fmm Wendale to 
* the OnawaMnt county line is to 
,end this September. 
'The concept that the federal 
and state government has is that 
they prwide the seed money w we 
can identiry and address a problem 
with the hope that the local govern- 
ment will pi& it up," Easterbrook 
Pbwa County Skerifl U Larry 
"Beld said he hopes the Ottawa 
county Board of Commissioners 
will approve funding to maintain 
the M-45 project once state funding 
mns out. He said the project has I 
"proven itself." 
"I think it's proven that yes, in- 
creased patrols do work" Beld / 
' w d .  "It's a proven concept. We 
know what the results are going to 
be." 
Since the inception of the M-45 ' 
project in October 1988, no fatali- 









By John Agar 
S e n t i d  *off writer 
Driven, along U.S. 31 ex t 
to see pdice o f f i a n  bans 
out tickets to s ers on the 
heavily enfo 2 highway. 
But on F'riday afternoon, area 
police officers were handing out 
snacks, coffee and orange drink, 
at least to those who stopped at 
the rest stop just north of M45. 
A s  part of the U.S. 31 SAVE 
program, officers from the 
seven police, agencies introlved 
distributed along with the treats 
""e ets on driving safety, seat- It and child-restraint use 
and the hazards of drinking and 
driving. 
. Lt. Williim Smith said the six- 
hour "traffic safety break" 
yodd help promote safety on 
the S m i l e  stretch of highway 
that runs through Ottawa, Alle- 
gan and Muskegon counties, and 
remind drivers that everyone 
shares in the responsibility of k?~? the roadways safe. 
items were donated by 
Family ,Fare and Burger Kim$. 
Canteen 800, a volunteer orgam- 
zation that aids police and fiie- 
fighters during emergencies, 
disasters and long-term fiies by 
pffering food, drink and s u p  
plies, also helped a t  the rest 
stop. 
With the targeted enforce- 
ment on the ,road, police are 
noting slower speeds, more 
corn liance with seat-belt laws, 
and P ewer accidents. The bottle- 
Ottawa Coun Road Commission omploy- 'I place a now sokcthro-onforcomont zone sign oos Bob WoIs . (loft) and Frod Chorrotto along U.S. 31 on Friday. 
necks on the hi way that used 
to be created w f' en a patrol car 
drove through the area are 
gone, Smith said k a u s e  the 
road now doesn't heve speeders 
who suddenly have to slow 
down. 
Since Oct. 23, when the heavy 
patrols began, 6,842 traffic ar- 
rests have been made and 71 
people arrested on various 
criminal charges. Twenty-two 
people were arrested on fugitive 
warrants. 
Police also gave 2,183 warn- 
ings for various traffic offenses, 
and 1,033 tickets and 520 warn: 
ings for violating ssenger-re- 
straint laws. 0 P" the 4,050 
vehicles involved in 'speeding 
citations, 546 had radar detec- 
tors. 
Seat-belt use of surveyed 
areas on the road is 60 percent, 
compared with a statewide av- 
erage of 49 percent, Smith said. 
"It's apparent that the statii- 
tics generated during the f i t  
eight months of the U.S. SAVE 
project are very impressive," 
Smith said. 
"It's reassurin to note that % the motoring pu lic is taking 
note of the effort and is volun- 
tarily complying with the traffic 
laws through the targeted 
zone. " 
In Holland, accidents are 
down ' 18 percent from Nov. 1 
through April 30, compared with 
last year. Personal-injury acci- 
dents are down 56 percent dur- 
ing the same time 
Figures were unavaila le for 
the rest of the county. 
%""" 
The police agencies involved 
- sheriff's departments in Me- 
gan, Ottawa and Muskegon, 
state police in Saugatuck and 
Grand Haven, and city depart- 
ments in Holland and Grand 
Haven - will try to obtain a 
ant to fund the ro- 
gram, w E 'ch expires in ~ c t o  Lr. 
North Shores and Muskegon 
Township police departments 
will join the cooperative effort. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 
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Enforcement on M-45 continues 
Although drivers along M-45 
may not realize it Monday, a joint 
effort between the Ottawa County 
Shews-Department and the 
Michigan State Police Grand Ha- 
ven post to patrol the mad will have 
ended. 
Although state and federal fund- 
ing for the two-year project runs 
out at midnight tonight, the signs 
which have declared Lake Michi- 
gan Drive a special enforcement 
zone will remain up a d  at least 
one of the agencies will attempt to 
- -  - 
maintain the stepped-up patrols. 
Meanwhile, a second directed 
enforcement project along U.S. 31 
in Megan, Ottawa and Muskegon 
counties will continue for a second 
year, officials learned this week. 
"We will be running an abbrevi- 
ated directed patrol on M-45," said 
Lt. Larry Be14 director of the de- 
partment's road patrol activities. 
"The patrols will continue, but not 
to the extent they did in the past." 
Beld said he has been happy with 
the results of the program, which 
saw an increase in the number of 
speeding and seat-restraint viola- 
tion tickets written and a reduction 
in accidents and fatalities. 
F m  1980 until the program be- 
gan in Oct. 1988, 15 people were 
killed on M-45 in Ottawa County. 
Since the program was initiated, 
no fatalities had been recorded un- 
til a tragic double fataiity last 
month. 
Final statistics on the M-45 pro- 
ject won't be available until next 
month, Beld said 
"I think the M-45 patrol project 
was very successfui in cutting 
down accidents as well as fatali- 
ties," Beld said. "If I were able to do 
it, I wouldn't alter the program at 
all." - 
However, Beld said the officer 
that has been dedicated to the M-45 
patrol has been transferred to cov- 
er policing activities at Gran_(iVal- 
ley State University, which has 
seen an increase in activity since 
the opening of school. 
"Because of budget consider- 
ations, we still have to address 
G m d  Valley, and that meanspull- 
ing in some patrols," he said 
Meanwhile, o f f i d s  for the U.S. 
31 Shoreline Area Vehicular En- 
forcement (SAVE) project said 
they have &6ed  approval for 
funding the second year of the p m  
ject. 
Lt. Blaine Koops of the Holland 
Police Department said the depart- 
ment has been approved for a 
$32,059 federal grant, which he 
hopes to have approved by the Hol- 
land City Council this month. 
The county portion of the project 
has been set for $48,231, with the 
cost being split between a federal 
grant and the townships along the 
highway. 
KWDS said the project, which b e  
m l& ~ctobei.  has been "ex- - 
tremely mccessful" in the city, 
where personal injury accidents 
have been reduced by 53 percent, 
from 30 to 14, while injured per- 
sons deciined from 55 in 1989 to 
just 18 in 1990. 
Countywide, a University of 
Michigan report has shown that 
seat belt use along U.S. 31 is cur- 
rently pegged at 78 percent compli- 
ance, one of the highest rates in the 
state, Kwps said 
"I'm extremely pleased," he 
said 'We knew we could hit our 
objectives, but to reach our objec- 
tives and also hit our ultimate goal 
of reducing accidents and saving 
lives is great, We are real proud 
that our citizens have taken to 
this." 
The SAVE project, which covers 
seven law enforcement agencies in 
Megan, Ottawa and Muskegon 
counties, registered more than 
1,500 passenger restraint viola- 
tions and nearly 6,500 speeding 
tickets, 888 of which were issued to 
drivers using radar detectors, sta- 
tistics Kwps and Beld said were 
encouraging. 
"The project is aimed at making 
drivers aware of the existing condi- 
tions and at speed reduction," Beld 
said. 'We've had some very en- 
couraging results with seat belt us- 
age." 
Beld said he hopes to see these 
projects continue even after the 
grants end because he sees them as 
effective. 
GRAND HAVEN, hi 
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City police assist U.S. 31 SAVE 
Grand Hairen city police worked 487 hours on the 
U.S. 31 SAVE project and issued 465 traffic citations, 
made 40 other additional arrests and responded to 50 
complaints. 
The city police will provide 10 hours weekly to 
enforcement 0nU.S. 3 1 between Robbins Road 
and the Grand River. The officers assigned will be 
watchful for speeding and other traffic violations. 
Special emphasis will be placed on issuing citations 
for violations of seat belt and child iestraint laws, 
according to the police department. 
Officials 
6 y  ROGER MOROENSTERN 
Chronide staff writer 
GRAND HAVEN - A coordi- 
nated law enforcement program 
along U..S. 31 in Ottawa, Muskegon 
and Allegan counties seems to be 
paying off, according to statistics 
released Tuesday. 
The U.S. 31 Shoreline Area Vehi- 
cle Enforcement program kicked 
off a year ago and has resulted in 
more than 11,500 traffic offense 
am&, said Michigan State Police 
Lt. William Smith, chairman of the 
program. Within Grand Haven, lo- 
cal police reported making more 
than 500 arrests, indudig 465 
traffic citations, Lt. Gregg 
VanLente said. 
A total of 11,586 traffic arrests 
were recorded, including 7,097 for 
speeding violations and 1,719 for 
violations of seat belt and child r e  
straint laws. Smith, commander of 
the state police's Saugatuck Team, 
a i d  879 verbal warnings were 
given for safety restraid viola- 
tions and 956 motorists stopped for 
speeding were using radar deteo 
ton at the time. 
In addition, 131 people stopped 
were arrested for various criminal 
offenses and 30 were picked up on 
outstanding warrants. 
The totals also included 3.686 
total of 5,623 regular patrol hours 
and 2,251 overtime hours on the 
85-mile stretch of roadway. Local- 
ly, VanLente said officers worked 
487 horn on the SAVE program, 
and will  continue to put 10 hours 
weekly toward the program in its 
second year. 
Working in the city limits, be- 
tween Robbins Road and the 
Grand River "the officers assigned 
will be especially watchful for 
speeding and other traffic viola- 
tions," VanLente said, adding 
there will be continued special em- 
phasis on enforcement seat belt 
and child restraint laws. 
The two-year project's goal is to 
reduce vehicle accidents by 2 per- 
cent by increasing the number of 
citations for hazardous moving v i a  
olations, speeding, and seat belf 
neglect by using air speed timing 
and special traffic group patrol: 
along the three-county stretch o: 
U.S. 31. 
The program is funded in par 
by the Office of Highway Safet! 
Planning and the U.S. Departmen 
of Transportation National High 
way Traffic Safety Administra 
tion. City police departments 
Michigan State Police posts an( 
county sheriff's departments havt 
also contributed extra ~atrol  tim! 
warnings. in effort, supported in 'part by 10. 
Smith said patrol cars logged a rlal funding. 

SAVE betters traffic 
safety on U.S. 31 
Safety has improved along the 85-mile 
stretch of U.S. 31 since the U.S. 31 
Shoreline Area Vehicle Enforcement or 
SAVE was instituted a year ago. 
U.S. 31 SAVE -is a coordinated effoh 
among seven law enforcement agencies 
in Allegan, Ottawa and Muskegon coun- 
ties to reduce accidents along the high- 
way by increasing patrols and issuing 
more tickets. 
According to a release with the slogan 
Safety #1 on 31 prominantly displayed, 
SAVE officials report 11.586 traffic ar- 
rests, with 131 people m s t c d  on vari- 
ous criminal offenses and 30 fugitive ap- 
prehensions. 
A total of 675 cars were assisted, 
2,759 were investigated and 3.686 warn- 
ings were issued for traffic offenses. 
Slighty more than 7,000 speeding tick- 
ets w m  issued and 1.719 tickets were 
given for violation of passenger restraint 
laws. 
SAWS goal is to reduce accidents by 2 
percent. Comparing accident rates from 
October 1988 to June 198Nwith October 
1989 to June 1990 shows only a slight 
decrease in accidents, however the sever- 
ity of those crashes has diminished. 
Speeds also haGe decreased on U.S. 31 
. and. sear belt compliance has risen from 
57.5 percent in October 1989 to 69.5 
percent in July 1990. 
The participating poiice agencies plan 
to keep up the enforcement program this 
fiscal year with money fmm the Office of 
Highway Safetly Planning and U.S. 
Department of Transportation's' National 
Highway Traffx Safety Administration. 
Last year police agencies dedicated 
2,251 overtime hours and 5,623 regular 
hours to the project.< 





Advisory sign placed along US31 corridor 
"A Cooperative law Enforcemet Eff OW" 
You are part of a very special law enforcement 
project designed to significantly reduce 
accidents and fatalities on the Allegan, Ottawa, 
and Muskegon county US-31 corridor. 
You may have been cited by aspolice officer 
for one of the following reasons: 
e Exceeding the maximum speed 
Violating the safety belt laws 
Violating other Michigan traffic laws 
Whether you received a warning or a traffic 
citation you should be aware that obeying the 
law makes this stretch of highway safer for 
everyone. 
So please ... 
Flyer distributed to persons stopped for violations 

Decal distributed in the field and at police stations 
Key rings distributed in the field and at police stations 




Safety Belt Use Observation Sites 

List of Sites for US-31 Safety Belt Observations 
Site 
Number County Site Location 
Ol* Megan 1-96, US-31 at North 
Shore Dr. (exit 22) 
1-96, US-31 at M-89 
(124th Ave. ; exit 34) 
02* Allegan 
03* Allegan US-31 at BR-3 1 
(Washington) 
04 Allegan US-3 1 at M-40 (Lincoln 
St.), City of Holland 
05 Ottawa US-31 at 24th St. 
(City of Holland) 
US-31 at 8th St. 
(City of Holland) 
06 Ottawa 
US-31 at James St. 
(Holland Township) 
07 Ottawa 
08 Ottawa US-31 (Beacon Blvd.) at 
Robbins Rd., City of Grand Haven 
09 Ottawa US-31 (Beacon Blvd.) at 
Washington, City of Grand Haven 
10 Ottawa US-31 (Beacon Blvd.) at 




US-31 at 3rd Street 
US-31 at Laketon (NB and SB off 
ramp signals) 
13 Muskegon US-31 at M-120 (Holton; 
NB off ramp signal only) 
14* Muskegon 
15* Muskegon 
* Nonsignalized intersection (stop sign only). 
US-31 at White Lake Dr. 
US-3 1 at US-3 1BR (Fruitvale) 

APPENDIX F 





1 [ ] Intersection 
2 [ ] Freeway Offramp 
Traffic Flow Observed: 
1 [ ] Northbound 
2 [ ] Southbound 
Date: 
Start Time: 
End Time: -:, 
Day of Week: 
1 [ ] Monday 
2 [ ] Tuesday 
3 [ I  Wednesday 
4 [ ] Thursday 
5 [ ] Friday 
6 [ ] Saturday 




1 [ I J00p 
2 [ ] Carl 
Vehicle 
1 [ I  In State 
2 [ I  Out State 
Driver 
l [ ]NoRst r t  1 [ I  Male 1110-3 
2 [ ] Belted 2 [ ] Female 2 [ I  4-15 
3 [ ]  BeltNA 3 [ I  16-29 
4 [ ] 30-59 
~ [ I M +  
Front-right passenger 
Front-right passenger 
1 [ I  No Rstrt 1 [ ] Male 1 110-3 
2 [ ] Belted 2 [ 1 Female 2 [ I  4-15 
3 [ I  Belt NA 3 [ I  16-29 
4 [ I  CRD OK 4 [ 1 30-59 
5 [ I  CRD Wrong S[IM+ 
Vehicle 
1 [ I  In State 
2 [ I  Out State 
Driver 
1 [ ] No Rstrt 1 [ I  Male 1 [ ] 0-3 
2 [ ] Belted 2 [ I  Female 2 [ I  4-15 
3 [ I  Belt NA 3 [ I  16-29 
4 [ I  30-59 
~ [ I M +  
Front-right passenger 
1 [ ] No Rstrt 1 [ I  Male 1 [ I  0-3 
2 [ ] Belted 2 [ ] Female 2 [ I  4-15 
3 [ ]  Belt NA 3 [ I  16-29 
4 [ I  CRD OK 4 [ I  30-59 
5 [ I  CRD Wrong ~ [ I M +  
Vehicle 
1 [ I  In State 
2 [ I  Out State 
Driver 
1 [ ] No Rstrt 1 [: ] Male 7 [ l o -3  
2 [ ] Belted 2 [ 1 Female 2 [ I  4-15 
3[ ]Bel tNA 3 [ I  16-29 
4 [ ] 30-59 
5I16Q+ 
Front-right passenger 
1 [ ] No Rstrt 1 [ ] Male 1[10-3 
2 [ ] Belted 2 [ I  Female 2 [ I  4-15 
3 [ I  Belt NA 3 [ I  1629 
4 [ ] CRD OK 4 [ I  30-59 
5 [ I  CRD Wrong ~ [ I M +  
Driver 
I [ ] No Rstrt 1 []Male 1 [ lo -3  
2 [ ] Belted 2 [ I  Female 2 [ I  4-15 
3 [ I  Belt NA 3[]16-29 
41130-59 
5 [ 1 60+ 
Front-right passenger 
1 [ ] No Rstrt 1 [ I  Male 1 [10-3 
2 [ ] Belted 2 [ 1 Female 2 [ I  4-15 
3[ ]Bel tNA 3 [ I  1629 
4[ ]CRDOK 4 [ I  30-59 
5 [ I  CRD Wrong 5 [ 1 w +  
Vehicle 
1 [ I  In State 
2 [ I  Out State 
